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ABSTRACT 

Asymptotically Null Slices in Numerical Relativity 

by David Matthew Hilditch 

The work in this thesis concerns numerical evolution of the equations of General 

Relativity. The motivation is towards astrophysics through the choice of coordi

nates adapted to outgoing gravitational waves far from the strong-field region of 

a given spacetime. These asymptotically null coordinates allow a large region of 

spacetime to be evolved at a negligible computational cost. 

The behavior of various gauge conditions (coordinate choices) can be studied with

out the resorting to the Einstein equations, but instead evolving coordinates on a 

known background. This "pure-gauge" approach is used to find gauge conditions 

suitable for evolving asymptotically null initial data. 

Breakthroughs in numerical relativity have relied on a constraint damping tech

nique. In the work that follows constraint damping is used to evolve asymptotically 

null initial data with various formulations of the Einstein equations. 

Characteristic analysis of a given formulation allows for the construction of max

imally dissipative and constraint preserving boundary conditions; such conditions 

are implemented and studied numerically on both flat and asymptotically null 

slices. 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

1.1 Numerical Relativity 

General Relativity is a theory of gravity in which space and time are given a 

manifold structure with gravity represented by curvature. The curvature at a point 

is determined by the matter present. The Einstein field equations Gab = 8nTab are a 

system of 10 coupled nonlinear partial differential equations (PDEs) for the metric 

of the spacetime. The field equations are difficult to solve analytically without 

strong assumptions of symmetry. Often it is impossible to find solutions. 

A major prediction of General Relativity still to be confirmed is the existence of 

gravitational waves; ripples in the spacetime manifold caused by the gravitational 

interaction of massive objects. Experiments to find such waves are currently being 

built, but gravitational waves are so weak that detection will require a technique 

called matched filtering. Matched filtering works by taking a template signal and 

calculating the probability that such a signal was present in experimental data. 

Whilst post-Newtonian methods can be used to describe the early stages of the 

merger of massive objects and perturbation techniques can be used to model the 

ringdown of the merged body, only fully numerical relativity can be used to describe 
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1.1 Numerical Relativity 

the merger itself. 

For numerical solution the Einstein field equations are typically rewritten as an 

initial value problem with constraints. Constraint satisfying initial data represent

ing some astrophysical situation must then be computed, a tricky task in its own 

right, because the Einstein constraint equations are a set of four coupled nonlinear 

PDEs in their own right. With a sensible choice of coordinates, the data can be 

evolved to find approximate solutions at later times. This approach is called free 

evolution because the constraints are solved once only; subsequent numerical error 

may violate them. An alternative is constrained evolution in which the constraints 

are enforced at every time-step. 

The constraints allow the field equations to be written in versions of a fundamen

tally different character. Some of these formulations give rise to well-posed initial 

value problems whereas others do not. A well-posed initial value problem is Qne 

whose solutions exist, are unique and depend continuously on specified data. In 

a sufficiently simple context well-posed problems can be characterized completely 

in terms of an algebraic property called hyperbolicity. Hyperbolic systems are in 

some sense wave-like; physical effects travel with finite speed. 

Once a formulation is chosen, approximate solutions can be garnered by for ex

ample representing fields over space at a finite number of points (grid-points) and 

approximating derivatives in space by finite differences. Known time del'ivatives 

can then be constructed and integrated numerically using (for example) the Runge

Kutta or Crank-Nicholson algorithms. 

It is essential that numerical evolutions can run long enough to describe physical 

phenomena of interest and that they converge to a solution of General Relativity 

in the limit of high resolution (many grid-points). Well-posedness of the initial 

value problem is necessary for these properties, but the story is far from simple. 

Numerical relativists use the the techniques developed by numerical analysts to 

convince themselves (usually for some toy problem) that methods are sound. 
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1.2 Asymptotically null slices 

Limited computer memory forces evolutions to be computed over a finite region of 

space. The continuum evolution system can be analyzed and boundary conditions 

admitting a well behaved initial boundary value problem can be constructed. Spe

cial consideration is needed for these boundary conditions to be discretized and 

implemented in numerical evolutions. 

Near a very massive object the gravitational fields can become arbitrarily large. 

Two major methods have been developed to deal with the black hole boundary. 

Black Hole excision cuts the very strong field out of the numerical domain. The 

moving puncture method represents black holes by choosing slices through space

time that never intersect the singularity. Instead a coordinate singularity (which 

represents spatial infinity at the other side of a wormhole) must be treated explic

itly on the numerical grid. 

1.2 Asymptotically null slices 

Possible sources of gravitational waves are burst sources such as black holes merg

ers, or periodic sources like spinning neutron stars and binary black hole systems. 

These systems may be characterized by a central source region and an outer region 

where the fields are weak and most gravitational radiation is outgoing. There are 

therefore a broad class of astrophysical situations to simulate: sources which are 

so far separated from their nearest neighbors that the surrounding spacetime may 

be approximated accurately as asymptotically fiat. Most of the dynamical activity 

in such a spacetime takes place in the central region, so it makes sense to use more 

computational power there. 

The covariance of General Relativity allows the metric in arbitrary coordinates 

to be given as initial data for the evolution equations. If these coordinates are 

chosen naively, coordinate singularities may occur and cause evolutions to blow 

up after short times. On the other hand it may be possible to choose a foliation 
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1.3 End-states of evolved gauge conditions 

with coordinates adapted to a particular type of problem, which presents vastly 

favorable error properties even with the same formulation. 

Far from the source a coordinate system adapted to outgoing waves is desirable. 

The work in this thesis is primarily focused on constructing such coordinates, 

analyzing their properties and using them in numerical evolution. 

1.3 End-states of evolved gauge conditions 

Numerical evolution of binary black holes to merger has been made possible in part 

by the choice of certain evolved gauge conditions. These gauge conditions admit 

stationary states (configurations such that the coordinates cease to evolve) which, 

surprisingly, can be constructed analytically. More surprising still is the fact that 

numerical evolutions appear to settle at the analytical end-states. The attraction 

can be studied without the complication of the Einstein constraints by evolving 

coordinates on top of a known spacetime which rules out constraint violating error 

from the computation. 

Nonlinear hyperbolic PDEs are often susceptible to the formation of shocks; so

lutions that are initially smooth lose differentiability or even continuity in finite 

time. Gauge conditions used in numerical relativity are not immune from shock

formation, indeed shocks seem to be a generic feature of their behavior and their 

formation may prevent a given set of initial data from settling to a time- indepen

dent state. 

1.4 Thesis overview 

In Chapter 2 key notions from the theory of PDEs are introduced. In particular 

the relationship between well-posedness and hyperbolicity is described. 
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1.4 Thesis overview 

In Chapter 3 the conformal compactifications of the Minkowski and Schwarzschild 

spacetimes are presented, motivating the formal definition of asymptotic flatness. 

In Chapter 4 the 3 + 1 decomposition of spacetime is reviewed. The Einstein equa

tions are written as an initial boundary value problem called the ADM formulation. 

There are many ways of formulating and solving the Einstein equations for numer

ical implementation, typically these differ by the addition of the constraints to the 

ADM evolution equations. The Z4, BSSN and NOR formulations are introduced 

and reduced to spherical symmetry. Finally the Z4 constraint damping scheme [3J 

is described and extended to the other formulations. 

In chapter 5 a one-parameter family of slices adapted to outgoing radiation is 

constructed. The slices are asymptotically null in the sense that the Lorentz factor 

between observers in the slices and those in coordinates adapted to asymptotic 

flatness blows up at large radius. The chapter contains a thorough motivation for 

and mathematical analysis of the slices. The analysis includes discussion of global 

structure and the asymptotic growth of the metric and extrinsic curvature on each 

slice. 

In chapter 6 the wave equation is solved in a spherical background. Convergence, 

the relative size of errors on different slicings and the effects of boundaries are 

considered on different slices. Chapters 5 and 6 were researched in collaboration 

with C. Gundlach and G. Calabrese and were written largely by C. Gundlach. 

They were published as [1 J. 

Chapter 7 introduces the pure-gauge evolution system for evolving coordinates on 

a fixed background. The evolution system is then used to find gauge conditions 

suitable for evolving asymptotically null slices in the Minkowski and Schwarzschild 

spacetimes. 

Recent advances in numerical relativity have relied on the use of evolved gauge 

conditions. These gauge conditions are examined in detail in Chap. 8 pure gauge 

evolutions are made to investigate the approach to analytical end states. Gauge 
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1.4 Thesis overview 

shocks are discussed. The work on analytical end states and gauge shocks was 

performed in collaboration with D Garfinkle and C Gundlach. The sections in 

which that work is presented were written largely by C Gundlach and appeared 

as [2]. The effectiveness of the constraint damping scheme introduced in Chap. 4 

is demonstrated. Boundary conditions that are either maximally dissipative or 

constraint preserving are constructed for the spherical NOR and BSSN systems 

and the first stable evolutions of asymptotically null initial data with the Einstein 

equations are presented. 

All computer simulations were made by code written by the author. Unless other

wise stated the research presented was the work of the author. 

Chapter 9 contains conclusions and an outlook for future research, which includes 

solving the Einstein equations on asymptotically null slices in 3 spatial dimensions. 
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Chapter 2 

Partial Differential Equations 

In this chapter key concepts in the theory of PDEs are reviewed. The notions of 

hyperbolicity and well-posedness are introduced. Algebraic characterizations for 

systems of PDEs are described first. The restriction to evolution type equations is 

then made and further characterizations are given. The definition of well-posedness 

is given and its relationship with hyperbolicity is detailed. Finally issues related 

to variable coefficient and nonlinear problems are described. 

2.1 Classification and Characteristics 

Throughout this section the definitions given in [4] and [5] are followed. 

A multi-index is a vector 

(2.1) 

with non-negative integer components. a ~ {3 means that ai ~ {3i for each i. Also 

define 

7 

(2.2) 

(2.3) 



2.1 Classification and Characteristics 

For any vector x = (Xl, ... , Xn) E R define 

Denote partial derivatives by 

Consider the linear differential operator 

Lij(x, V)Uj = L (ao:(x))ijVO:Uj, 
lo:l:Sm 

(2.4) 

(2.5) 

(2.6) 

where U : Rk --+ Rk, and ao:(x) is a k x k matrix with components depending on 

x. The symbol of the operator (partial derivative) L(x, V) is defined by 

Lij(x, ie):= L (ao:(x))ij(iet· (2.7) 
lo:l:Sm 

The principal part of the symbol is defined by assigning weights Si and tj to each 

equation and dependent variable in such a way that the order of each operator Lij 

does not exceed Si + tj; the principal part is then defined to be those terms that 

have order exactly equal to Si + tj , i.e 

L~(x, ie):= L (ao:(x))ij(ie)o:. (2.8) 
lo:l=Si+tj 

It is assumed that the weights can be assigned in such a way that det L P does not 

vanish identically cf. [5]. 

¢(x) is said to be a characteristic surface of L(x, V) if 

(2.9) 

A system is called elliptic at x if if there are no real characteristics at x, or, 

equivalently, if 

(2.10) 

An equation is called strictly hyperbolic at x in the direction n if 
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2.2 Evolution Problems 

1. det LP(n) =1= 0 and 

2. all the roots w of the equation 

det L P (x, iff. + iwn) (2.11) 

are real and distinct for every ff. E Rn which is not collinear with n. 

The system is called strictly hyperbolic in the direction n if it is strictly hyperbolic 

in the direction of n everywhere. In physical terms n is considered a timelike 

direction. 

Nonlinear systems are categorized at a given solution according to the type of the 

linearization of the system at that solution. Characteristic surfaces are similarly 

defined as the characteristic surfaces of the linearized system. A system is quasi

linear if derivatives of principal order occur only linearly (with coefficients which 

may depend on derivatives of lower order). When considering linear problems with 

constant coefficients the symbol may be interpreted as the Fourier transform of 

the operator L. 

2.2 Evolution Problems 

2.2.1 Strong and symmetric hyperbolicity 

The work that follows will be primarily concerned with a quasilinear systems in 

an evolution form, 

Uj = L (aa(x, u, Df3U))ijD auj 

lal:Sm 
(2.12) 

where Uj = 8~n Uj, and (aa(x, u, Df3u ) )ij = 0 for a with an > O. An evolution form 

PDE has a preferred time-like coordinate xn. If weights are assigned, the system 
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2.2 Evolution Problems 

can be rewritten as . 

+ 

L (aa(x, u, Df3U)) ijD
aUj 

lal=Si+tj 

<51(Sj+tj)<5ij D(O, ... ,O,l)Uj 

L (aa(x, u, Df3U)) ijD aUj = 0 
lal<Si+tj 

(2.13) 

where 1,81 < lal = Si + tj inside the first sum. The principal part of the symbol is 

therefore 

L (aa(x, u, Df3U))ij(ie)a 
lal=si+tj 

-<51(Sj+tj) <5ij i~n (2.14) 

where again 1,81 < lal = Si + tj inside the first sum. Choose coordinates so that 

n = (0, ... , 1). The evolution system is called strongly hyperbolic if 

1. det LP(n) i- 0, and 

2. The matrix 

(L~(ie)))ij = L (aa)ij(ie)a 
lal=si+tj 

has purely imaginary eigenvalues, a complete set of eigenvectors and 

depends smoothly on e, where I e I = 1. 

Note that e here is (as in the definition of strict hyperbolicity) of the form e = 

(6, ... , ~n-l' 0). This condition is equivalent to the diagonalizability of L~(ie) with 

the similarity (diagonalizing) matrix and inverse similarity matrix depending con

tinuously on e. Note that for condition 1. to be satisfied Si + ti = 1 must hold 

for every i = 1, ... ,k. In other words the ith equation may not have more than 

first derivatives in the ith variable. Strong hyperbolicity is also equivalent to the 

existence of a so-called symmetrizer of the system. This symmetrizer is a matrix 

H(e) with 

(2.15) 
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2.2 Evolution Problems 

with equality if and only if u = 0, 

(2.16) 

and 

(2.17) 

i.e H(e) is positive definite, and is hermitian for every e. The system is called 

symmetric hyperbolic if the symmetrizer has no dependence on e. 
Now restrict to a particular class of evolution problem: consider a strongly hyper

bolic evolution problem as in (2.12) with m = 2, and k = 2. Such a system will be 

called 1st order in time, 2nd order in space, in one spatial dimension. With these 

restrictions the matrix ~ takes the block form (possibly after relabeling equations 

and variables) 

(2.18) 

Consider solutions u to the equation (where C::' here means "up to non-principal 

terms") 

(2.19) 

which correspond to Fourier transforms of solutions of the original system (assum

ing linearity, and constant coefficients) up to principle part. Under the definition 

(2.20) 

multiplying (2.19) on the left by 
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2.2 Evolution Problems 

gives 

(2.21) 

Clearly f{ is diagonalizable if and only if I{ is. Therefore since the system is 

strongly hyperbolic, there is a matrix S with 

(2.22) 

(2.23) 

the system is diagonalized. Components of u are called characteristic variables of 

the system. Characteristic variables are hence of the form 

(2.24) 

Under the transformation (i6) --t a~l a linear combination of derivatives of prim

itive (evolved) variables and derivatives of primitive variables can be associated 

with the characteristic variable. This construct will also be called a characteristic 

variable of the system. 

2.2.2 Matrix notation 

This thesis is concerned with quasilinear first order in time second order in space 

systems given schematically by 

u a(u)ux + b(u)v + e(u), 

c(u, U x , v)uxx + d(u, U x , v)vx + f(u, v). 

(2.25) 

(2.26) 

Where for example Vx denotes the spatial derivative of v in the x direction. so that 

weights can be assigned Su = 0, Sv = 1, tu = 1 and tv = O. The principal part 

of the system (equivalent to the principal symbol) can be defined by the matrix 

equation 

(2.27) 
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2.3 Well-posedness of the Cauchy Problem 

In the work that follows this matrix notation will be adopted. 

Weak, strict, strong and symmetric hyperbolicity (defined up to now in terms of 

the principal symbol) are obviously equivalent to eigenvalue and diagonalizability 

conditions on the matrix on the right hand side of (2.27). 

2.3 Well-posedness of the Cauchy Problem 

The Cauchy or initial value problem problem for a system of PDEs consists of 

specifying initial data for all variables on a non-characteristic hypersurface and 

then finding a solution at later times. A Cauchy problem is well-posed (in the sense 

of Hadamard) if there exists a unique solution, which depends continuously on the 

initial data. Without these conditions the problem is called ill-posed. The notion of 

continuity requires the specification of a norm on the space of solutions. The form 

of the equations affects the natural choice of norm. Existence and uniqueness are 

obviously important. The continuity condition mayor may not hold for systems of 

physical interest. However, in the context of numerical relativity, continuity with 

respect to initial data is a fundamental requirement. Without it, one would have no 

guarantee that in the limit of infinite resolution,numerical results would converge 

to an exact solution of the continuum system. 

Formally an evolution system (2.12) is called well-posed in a norm II· II if for all 

initial data there is a unique smooth solution and there are real constants a, K 

independent of the initial data u(·, 0) such that 

Ilu(·, t)11 :s; K eat Ilu(" 0)11. (2.28) 

There is a wealth of literature on the first order case; the two key theorems are 

now described: 

Theorem 2.2.2, [4] For an evolution system (2.12) which is linear, has constant 

coefficients, and is first order in space and time, well-posedness is equivalent to the 
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2.3 Well-posedness of the Cauchy Problem 

existence of real constants 0:, J{ such that for every ~, 

(2.29) 

The next theorem illustrates that the well-posedness of first order constant coeffi

cient linear problems may be characterized entirely in terms of strong hyperbolicity. 

Theorem 2.4.1, [4] An evolution system (2.12) which is linear, has constant 

coefficients, and is first order in space and time, is well-posed if and only if it 

is strongly hyperbolic (without the requirement that the matrix L~(i~) depends 

smoothly on ~). 

Variable coefficient problems are considered by making the so called frozen co

efficients approximation. Consider the Cauchy problem for the system at every 

point in space, assuming that the coefficients are fixed to those at the point un

der consideration. If every such Cauchy problem is strongly hyperbolic (without 

the smoothness requirement), the localization principle states that the system is 

well-posed. There is no proof of this statement, so for variable coefficient first or

der problems the situation is not clear cut. Strong hyperbolicity (with the smooth 

dependence condition) is sufficient for well-posedness [4], but whether or not this 

gives a necessary condition is unknown. Quasilinear problems are more complicated 

still. Analysis here proceeds by linearizing at a given solution, and then making 

the frozen coefficients approximation to reduce the system to the case of many 

linear constant coefficient problems. 
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Chapter 3 

Asymptotic Flatness 

In numerical relativity spacetimes with isolated blackholes or neutron stars are 

often evolved. Such spacetimes can be characterized by their asymptotic properties 

"at infinity" . 

In this chapter asymptotic flatness is defined. Two examples are given to motivate 

the definition, which by itself is abstract and uninformative. The examples demon

strate that the formal definition does indeed capture the notion intuitively meant 

by the phrase "asymptotically flat near infinity" . 

3.1 Conformal compactification of Minkowski space

time 

The calculations outlined in this and the following section are standard textbook 

results [6, 7]. 

Given the Minkowski metric in standard spherical polar coordinates 

(3.1) 
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3.1 Conformal compactification of Minkowski spacetime 

where dn2 - de2 + sin2 e dzp2; introduce a change of coordinates 

U _ T - R, -00 < U < 00, 

V == T + R, -00 < V < 00, V ~ U. 

In these coordinates the metric becomes 

(3.2) 

(3.3) 

(3.4) 

These null coordinates are compactified (infinity is brought to a finite coordinate) 

with a second change of coordinates so that null cones in the new coordinate system 

are preserved, 

u == arctan(U), 

v _ arctan(V), 

with v ~ u, the metric becomes 

Finally define 

and 

_2!: < u< 2!: 
2 2 

_:!E. <v < 2!: 
2 2 

t == v + u -7f < i < 7f 

with f < 7f -Iii. 

With these definitions the line element is 

An "unphysical conformal metric" is now defined 
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(3.6) 

(3.7) 

(3.8) 

(3.9) 

(3.10) 

(3.11) 

(3.12) 



3.2 Conformal compactification of Schwarzschild spacetime 

It is so called because it is by definition related to the physical metric by a confor

mal transformation. 

Whilst Minkowski is inextendible as a spacetime (it is geodesic ally complete) it is 

clear that the Minkowski manifold endowed with the unphysical conformal metric 

can be extended to include the finite boundaries defined as 

- f- past null infinity (i - f = 7r) 

- f+ future null infinity (i + f = 7r) 

- iO spatial infinity (i = 0, f = 7r) 

- i- past timelike infinity (i = -7r, f = 0) 

- i+ future timelike infinity (i = -7r, f = 0) 

which correspond to some or all of the original coordinates taking infinite values. 

In this way infinity has been moved to a finite boundary; hence the spacetime 

can be analyzed "at infinity". Suppressing the 2 spatial dimensions e and <p, the 

standard conformal diagram of the Minkowski spacetime can be plotted (see Fig. 

3.1). Since metrics related by a conformal factor e as in (3.12) will make the same 

vector spacelike, timelike and null, it is clear that causal structure is preserved. 

Asymptotic flatness can now be defined in terms of the causal structure of flat 

space at infinity. 

3.2 Conformal compactification of Schwarzschild 

spacetime 

The same procedure is now carried out on the Schwarzschild spacetime. Begin with 

the metric 

ds2 = _ ( 1 _ 2;) dT2 + (1 _ 2;) -1 dR2 + R2 do2 . 
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3.2 Conformal compactification of Schwarzschild spacetime 

i 

Figure 3.1: The standard conformal diagram of Minkowski spacetime. 
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3.2 Conformal compactification of Schwarzschild spacetime 

The coordinate singularity at R = 2m suggests changing to a different coordinate 

scheme before carrying out the conformal compactification. Define advanced and 

retarded null coordinates U and V by 

U 

V 

T + 2mlog(R - 2m) + R 

T - 2mlog(R - 2m) - R. 

Writing the metric in these coordinates, 

Now project into the 2-space (U, V). The induced metric is 

2 ( 2m) ds = - 1 - R dU dV, 

(3.14) 

(3.15) 

(3.16) 

(3.17) 

where now, if referring back to the original spacetime it must be noted that every 

point in the 2-space represents a 2-sphere. Define 

U exp (4:) 
-exp (!) 

and the metric takes the form 

Define 

and then 

216m
2 

( R) - -ds = ---exp - - dUdV. 
R 2m 

u arctan Cj~m) , 

arctan (v~m)' 

f u- il, 
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(3.20) 

(3.21) 

(3.22) 

(3.23) 
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3.3 The formal definition of asymptotic flatness 

·0 
~L 

F 

·0 
~R 

Figure 3.2: The standard conformal diagram of Schwarzschild spacetime. 

in terms of which the unphysical metric is 

by taking our conformal factor 

R (R ) (i + f) (i - f) 8 2 = -- exp - - cos2 
-- cos2 

--
32m3 2m 2 2 

where in these coordinates 

(f + i) (f - i) ( R ) ( R ) tan -2- tan -2- = 1 - 2m exp 2m . 

(3.25) 

(3.26) 

Considering lines of R = 0 and R = 2m, and those with R --+ 00, the standard 

conformal diagram of the Schwarzschild spacetime can be constructed as shown in 

Fig. 3.2. 

3.3 The formal definition of asymptotic flatness 

The formal definition and a brief explanation of asymptotic flatness is now given. 

Definition 1, [8] A smooth spacetime (M, gab) is called asymptotically flat if 

there exists another smooth Lorentz manifold (M, gab) such that 
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3.3 The formal definition of asymptotic flatness 

1. M is an open submanifold of M with smooth boundary 8M = yr, 

2. there exists a smooth scalar field 8 on M such that gab = 8 2gab on M, and 

so that 8 = 0, da 8 =1= 0 on yr, 

3. every null geodesic in M acquires a future and a past endpoint on yr, 

4. Rab = 0 in a neighborhood of yr. 

In words the definition may be restated; the physical spacetime may be confor

mally compactified and a (reasonable) boundary may be appended. If the physical 

spacetime is close to flat space in a neighborhood of the boundary, then it is called 

asymptotically flat. 

In the work that follows the following property is used; coordinates can be adapted 

to asymptotic flatness. For example in spherical symmetry, an asymptotically flat 

spacetime can always be written 

(3.27) 

where at large radius the metric components go like gTT -+ I, gTR -+ 0 and 

gRR -+ 1. In other words at large radius the spacetime can be written in coordinates 

that make the line-element look like the Minkowski metric. 
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Chapter 4 

The 3 + 1 Formalism 

A Lorentzian manifold with metric can be decomposed into spacelike hypersurfaces 

labeled by a time coordinate. A set of equations on the manifold may then be 

reformulated on these slices as a time evolution problem (possibly with boundaries 

or constraints), to which numerical solutions may be sought. 

Systems of evolution PDEs with constraints may be reformulated by adding those 

constraints to the evolution equations. Different formulations of the Einstein equa

tions have differing algebraic characterizations; they have varying levels of hyper

bolicity. 

In this chapter the foliation of spacetime by spacelike hypersurfaces is outlined, the 

wave equation is presented (required for the numerical experiments in Chapter 6), 

the ADM form of Einsteins field equations is derived, several strongly hyperbolic 

extensions of the ADM equations are presented and several coordinate conditions 

popular in numerical relativity are introduced. Finally the spherical reduction of 

these systems is presented and constraint damping schemes are described. 
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4.1 Foliations of spacetime 

4.1 Foliations of spacetime 

This section follows closely the presentation in [9]. 

Begin by taking a closed timelike (gabDaDb < 0) I-form Da on the spacetime 

(M, gab). Da is closed 

(4.1) 

so there exists at least locally a scalar function t with the property 

(4.2) 

This function is used as a local time coordinate. A slice is defined as a surface of 

constant t. At a point p on a slice I: t we say that vectors sa such that Dasa = 0 are 

in the slice (otherwise t varies in the direction of sa). Observe that sa is normal to 

a timelike vector, so must be spacelike (gab sasb > 0). Hence the slice contains only 

spacelike vectors and is called spacelike. 

Since Da is timelike 

(4.3) 

for some positive scalar function a on the manifold. The lapse function a relates 

proper time to coordinate time between neighboring slices. 

Define a normalized I-form associated with the set of slices (foliation) {I:} by 

(4.4) 

satisfying 

(4.5) 

Vectors in the slice are normal to Da and therefore to Wa. In other words Wa is 

normal to the slice. The unit normal vector field to the slice is by definition 

(4.6) 

where the - sign is chosen so that locally na points in the direction of increasing 

t. Hence na = -Wa = -aDa, and gabwanb = 1. 
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4.1 Foliations of spacetime 

The vector n a may be interpreted as the 4-velocity field of observers instanta

neously at rest in the slices {~}. They are called Eulerian observers in analogy 

with fluid mechanics because their motion follows the slices. 

The 3-metric "lab induced on the slices by gab is given by 

(4.7) 

A tensor is called spatial if its contraction with n a on any index vanishes. "lab is 

spatial, and has contravariant form 

The mixed form of "lab is the operator of projection onto the slices 

and 

3. 

(4.8) 

(4.9) 

(4.10) 

(4.11) 

When the projection operator appears without index it is to be applied to every 

index of whatever tensor it is acting on. The covariant derivative D induced by \7 

on the slices for a scalar 1jJ and a spatial vector va (vana = 0) is defined by 

..l~ \7b1jJ 

..l~..l~ \7 cvd 

with extensions to other derivatives defined similarly. In particular 

Da"lbc ..1 \7 a"lbc 

..l~..lb..l! \7 d"lef 

o. 
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4.1 Foliations of spacetime 

Note that D depends only pointwise on n a , hence given a slice, only the metric 

on that slice is required to determine the induced metric and hence the induced 

covariant derivative. Other geometric objects can be defined in terms of D. The 

3-dimensional Riemann tensor R d
cba ' is defined by 

1 d 
"2RcbaVd ' 

o 

where Vd is spatial. The latter condition makes Rabcd spatial. 

(4.15) 

( 4.16) 

The extrinsic curvature (second fundamental form) is defined in anyone of the 

equivalent ways 

Kab - .l \l(anb) (4.17) 

1 
(4.18) --£ "f, b 2 n a 

1 
-"2 .l £ngab. (4.19) 

Intuitively Kab may be thought of as the time derivative of the 3-metric "Yab. The 

intrinsic geometry of a slice I; is known when given (I;, "Yab). How this submanifold 

is embedded in the spacetime (M, gab) is not. For example the Gauss and Codazzi 

equations indicate that the Riemann tensor on a slice can not be constructed from 

the projected full four dimensional Riemann tensor Rabcd without the extrinsic 

curvature, 

Rabcd 

Define 

( 4.20) 

(4.21) 

( 4.22) 

where the acceleration of Eulerian observers aa is spatial (aana =0) and satisfies 
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4.1 Foliations of spacetime 

Na is actually the natural orthogonal vector field that connects slices of the folia-

tion, since 

(4.25) 

Note that since 

( 4.26) 

the time derivative (defined by £t so that £t i= en) of a spatial tensor is a spatial 

tensor. Observe that 

( 4.27) 

if 

( 4.28) 

where the shift vector f3a is spatial, naf3a = o. With f3a chosen ta is tangent to a 

family of curves threading slices of {I:}. Locally these curves are parametrized by 

t since na = (dt)a and so 

(4.29) 

Now consider a coordinate patch labeled by coordinates (t, Xi), then the metric 

components can be written in terms of the lapse, shift and 3-metric, 

goo 

gOi 

gij 

The line element becomes 

gabtatb = _a2 + f3af3a, 

gabta (f)~i r = f3i, 

lij· 

( 4.30) 

( 4.31) 

( 4.32) 

( 4.33) 

confirming that a describes the proper time along int.egral curves of ta. Note that 

spatial tensors have only three components per index. 
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4.2 The wave equation 

Figure 4.1: Nearby spatial hypersurfaces of a foliation. 

4.2 The wave equation 

The 3 + 1 split allows equations on spacetime to be solved as initial boundary value 

problems. Once initial data is prescribed solutions at later times can be found by 

numerical integration. 

The linear, minimally coupled massless scalar wave equation 

is often used in the work that follows. It is now decomposed. 

Since ep is a scalar 

where IT = -£nep = -na\J aep. The wave equation can be rewritten as 

o \J a (gab\J bep ) 

Da(J.-b \Jbep) - nanb\Jb(..l~ \Jeep) 

-KIT + £nIT 

DaDaep + ab Dbep - KIT + .!.(£tIT - £.aIT). 
Q 
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4.3 The ADM decomposition 

Solving for LtII gives 

( 4.37) 

This second order in space form of the wave equation is chosen as it is similar 

to popular formalisms of the Einstein equations. The major difference is that the 

Einstein equations dictate the behavior of geometry, whereas the wave equation 

describes an additional field on the spacetime. 

4.3 The ADM decomposition 

In this section the derivation of the ADM formulation of the field equations 

Gab = 87rTab ( 4.38) 

is outlined. 

Begin by taking the Gauss equation (4.20) and contracting twice with the spatial 

metric. Rearranging for the Einstein tensor contracted twice with n a gives the 

Hamiltonian constraint, 

G ab - R K2 K Kij - 16 abn n - + - ij - 7rp. (4.39) 

This is a scalar equation so gives 1 of the 10 Einstein equations. 

Taking the Codazzi equation (4.21), contracting once with the spatial metric and 

rearranging for the projected normal contracted Einstein tensor gives 

( 4.40) 

the momentum constraint, where ja == - ~ Tabnb . This is a vector equation and 

so encodes 3 equations. Constraints are a complication that toy problems like the 

wave equation do not have. 

The other 6 equations are given by a coupled evolution system for 'Yij and K ij . To 

calculate the time derivatives of the spatial metric, take the Lie derivative LOij. 
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4.4 Hyperbolic Reformulation 

By the definition of the extrinsic curvature 

( 4.41) 

For the extrinsic curvature the same procedure must be followed and after some 

work the final result is 

( 4.42) 

When closed with a gauge choice (some prescription for the lapse and the shift 

vector) the ADM formulation is typically only weakly hyperbolic, which means 

that it does not have a well-posed initial boundary value problem. This motivates 

the reformulation of the system. 

4.4 Hyperbolic Reformulation 

A common way to rewrite the ADM equations in a strongly hyperbolic form is to 

add auxiliary variables (with definition constraints) to the set of evolved quantities 

and add certain combinations of (both physical and definition) constraints to the 

evolution equations. Examples include the popular Baumgarte-Shapiro-Shibata

Nakamura (BSSN) [10, 11, 12] and the Nagy-Ortiz-Reula (NOR) [13] formulations. 

BSSN adds another level of complexity by performing a so-called conformal decom

position of the 3-metric and extrinsic curvature, so that the majority of evolved 

variables become tensor densities. 

There are other approaches, notably the Z4 formulation of Bona, Ledvinka and 

Palenzuela [14, 15, 16] in which a vector of constraints za is added to the full 

Einstein equations before carrying out the 3+1 split. Z4 is particularly aesthetically 

pleasing since it maintains the covariance of the Einstein equations, whereas both 
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4.4 Hyperbolic Reformulation 

BSSN and NOR break the covariance by adding non-covariant auxiliary unknowns 

to the system. 

The relationship between these formulations is fascinating. If the time component 

of the za vector is set to zero and the spacelike components are replaced with 

the NOR definition constraint, the NOR system is recovered. If one starts with 

an appropriate flavor of NOR, there exists a direct relationship between the NOR 

system and the BSSN system [17]. 

4.4.1 A toy problem 

In this section the method for creating strongly hyperbolic evolution systems from 

ADM-like (weakly hyperbolic) systems with constraints is investigated by means 

of a toy problem. 

Start with a model for the ADM equations; an evolution form equation with a 

particular structure and a differential constraint M. The system is then modified 

analogously to the way that NOR modifies ADM. The resulting set of equations 

are strongly hyperbolic. 

Consider the linear constant coefficient problem given by 

(38x U + l. o. t, 

a8xxU + (38x V + l. o. t, 

(l.o.t represents any "lower order terms") with "momentum" constraint 

M == 8x V + l.o.t= 0, 

( 4.43) 

(4.44) 

( 4.45) 

where in this subsection a and (3 are constant. The principal part is (Ux , V)[ = 

P(Ux , V);, with 

( 4.46) 
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4.4 Hyperbolic Reformulation 

which has the repeated real eigenvalue ±fJ, so the system is at least weakly hyper

bolic. It is not strongly hyperbolic; the Jordan decomposition (normal form) [18] 

of the principal matrix is 

( 4.47) 

with similarity matrix 

( 4.48) 

These matrices are defined to satisfy J = SP S-l. If a matrix is diagonalizable its 

Jordan decomposition will be diagonal. This system can not be diagonalized. It 

can however be expanded as follows; define a new constraint G by 

(4.49) 

and evolve W along with the other variables. The principal part is then given by 

fJ 0 0 

a fJ 0 

fJ 0 0 
x 

( 4.50) 

which is still not diagonalizable. If the evolution equations for V and Ware re

placed (dropping lower order terms) with 

aoxxU + fJox V + aoxG = fJox V + aox W, 

fJoxxU + fJoxG + aM = aox V + fJox W, 

the principal matrix becomes symmetric, 

fJ 0 0 

o fJ a 

o a fJ 
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4.4 Hyperbolic Reformulation 

so is obviously diagonalizable. It has eigenvalues f3 ± 0:, f3 and similarity matrix 

1 0 0 

o -1 1 

o 1 1 

( 4.54) 

The example demonstrates that if a weakly hyperbolic system of an ADM-like 

structure (with constraint) is expanded by introducing auxiliary constraints and 

carefully adding constraints to the evolution system, then the resulting system can 

be made strongly hyperbolic. There may be other ways of trying to render the 

system strongly hyperbolic. The "momentum" constraint could be added to the 

Ot V equation without evolving new variables. These approaches are not canonical 

and will not be considered further here. 

4.4.2 Z4 

To construct the 4-dimensional covariant Z4 system start with the Einstein equa

tions Gab = 8n-Tab and replace them with 

(4.55) 

where the vector Za is a vector of constraints. Writing za 

8 == -naZa, gives 8 = o:Zo and Xi = Zi in coordinates t, Xi' Decomposing the 

expanded system and relabeling Xi as Zi gives the evolution equations 

"iij ADM, ( 4.56) 

Kij ADM + 0:( DiZj + DjZi - 28Kij) , ( 4.57) 

<3 Lf38 + o:(~H - 8K + DkZk - Dk(lno:)Zk) , ( 4.58) 

Zi Lf3Zi + 0:( Mi + Di8 - Di(ln 0:)8 - 2Kf Zk)' ( 4.59) 

The system has physical constraints H, Mi and evolved definition constraints 8 

and Zi' 
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4.4.3 NOR 

NOR expands the ADM system (4.39-4.42) with the evolved variable Ii satisfying 

the definition constraint 

( 4.60) 

The ADM equations are then augmented by coupling with derivatives of the Gi 

constraint and the Hamiltonian and Momentum constraints as follows, 

ADM, 

ADM + aaG(i,j) + a,ij (cH + dG'/:) , 

( 'k P'k) Ot ,) 'ij,k - 2') ,jk,i ADM + Lf3Gi + 2baMi· 

(4.61) 

( 4.62) 

( 4.63) 

The NOR system is strongly (or even symmetric) hyperbolic for a variety of gauge 

conditions, some of which are discussed below (see Section 4.5). If the covariant 

derivatives D acting on the Zi constraints are interpreted as (replaced by) just par

tial derivatives (breaking the covariance of the full system) NOR can be recovered 

from the Z4 system under the substitution [3] 

8 -+ 0, 1 ( 'k P'k) z· -+ - f· - "I) "I', k + _"I) ry'k' . 
2 2 2 1 12), 2 1 IJ,2 ( 4.64) 

The first of these conditions need not be enforced. The result is the NOR-8 system 

(up to lower order constraint addition and interpretation of covariant derivatives 

on constraint variables as partial derivatives only). To get the Hamiltonian and 

constraint divergence additions in (4.62) the change of dependent variable 

(4.65) 

(and the restriction c = d is made) must be taken before the 8 -+ 0 condition is 

imposed. 
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4.4.4 BSSN 

The BSSN formulation is usually presented as the conformal decomposition of the 

ADM equations (4.39-4.42) with several substitutions from definition and physical 

constraints. In the following exposition constraint addition and conformal decom

position are explicitly separated; the BSSN system is the conformal decomposition 

of a special case of NOR. 

Definition constraint As in NOR the definition constraint 

( 4.66) 

is taken, but now p = 2/3 is fixed. Below it will be seen that this choice of p 

naturally makes Ii coincide with the relevant BSSN variable. 

Constraint addition The ADM equations are adjusted to 

lij ADM, ( 4.67) 

Note that the highest (principal) derivatives of variables added correspond exactly 

to those added in the NOR formulation (with a = b = 1, c = d = -1/3). It is for 

this reason that Gundlach and Martin-Garcia [17] were able to identify the two 

systems when analyzing only the principal part. 
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Conformal variables and algebraic constraints The BSSN system takes as 

its evolved variables 

- _ -4</> lij - e lij, 

K - ijK - I ij, 

r
- i _ ;vjkr-i __ ;vij 

- I jk - I,j· 

1 
¢ = 12 In( det I), 

A-. = e-4</>(K·· - 'Y. ·K/3) 1J 1J I1J , 

Now note that with p = 2/3 in the definition of Gi 

G f jk( P) - r-j -jk-i = i-I lij,k - 2ljk,i = lij - I lij,k· 

(4.70) 

(4.71) 

(4.72) 

(4.73) 

Evolution equations and constraints Taking a time derivative of the defini

tions, substituting the evolution equations and rewriting in terms of the evolved 

variables gives (up to the algebraic constraints D = In( det 1), T = i ij JIij , which 

are assumed satisfied exactly) the standard BSSN equations. The unknowns evolve 

according to 

2 JI + 13k - + - 13k 2 - 13k 
- a ij lij,k lik,j - 31ij ,k' 

1 k 1 k 
-fjaK + 13 ¢,k + fjf3,k' 

4</> TF - --k e- [-D·D·a+aR-·] +a(KA-·-2A-kA.) 1 J 1J 1J 1 J 

k- - k 2- k 
+13 Aj,k + Akf3,j - 3Aijf3,k, 

k -D·Dia + a(A- .JIij + ~K2) + f3iK· 
1 1J 3 ,1' 

-2JIij a . + 2a(f'i. JIjk + 8JIij¢ . - ~iij K .) 
,J Jk ,J 3 ,J 

ijkf3~jk + ~iijf3~j + f3 j
f':j - (f')~EFf3:j + ~ (f')~EFf3~j' 

(4.74) 

(4.75) 

(4.76) 

(4.77) 

(4.78) 

where []TF denotes the trace free part, ( )DEF denotes the definition of those terms 

rather than the evolved variable and Rij is partially rewritten in terms of f'i, 
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Di denotes the covariant derivative compatible with the conformal metric. The 

physical constraints are rewritten 

H 
2 2 - _ .. 

R+-K -A·AtJ 3 tJ' ( 4.82) 

Aij + rio Ajk + 6Aij A. . _ ~;yij K . 
,J Jk '+',J 3 I ,J' ( 4.83) 

where J\i.[i denotes Mi with the index raised by the conformal metric. The definition 

constraints are given by 

(4.84) 

and algebraic constraints by 

D = In(detry) = 0, (4.85) 

Numerical relativity codes use a technique called constraint projection to enforce 

the algebraic constraints. When operations are performed which may violate the D 

and T constraints they are enforced explicitly. It is for this reason that we need not 

worry about the addition of D or T constraints in the construction of (4.74-4.78); 

the continuum system they represent is identical to that of (4.67-4.69). 

If non-principal terms are appropriately added to the Z4 system before the restric

tion (4.64) and the choice p = 2/3, a = b = 1, c = d = -1/3 is made BSSN can 

be retrieved. The system obtained if the 8 -+ 0 condition is not imposed will be 

called BSSN-8. 

Hopefully separating the two aspects of the BSSN system will help to clarify its 

relationship with other formulations. Studying numerically the behavior of the 

constraint adjusted versus the conform ally decomposed system may be of interest 

when trying to understand what exactly it is about the BSSN system that has lead 

to its success. 
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4.5 Gauge conditions 

In the previous section the Einstein equations were reduced to an evolution PDE 

problem with constraints. To do this the spacetime was foliated by spacelike slices. 

The choice of slice is of crucial importance and is equivalent to a choice of lapse a 

and shift f3j. 

It is essential that coordinates are chosen so that unphysical coordinate singulari

ties do not form as in the case of geodesic slicing in which the lapse is fixed a = 1, 

and the shift vanishes [10]. 

Broadly speaking, one may characterize gauge conditions as either fixed, algebraic 

or differential (evolved or elliptic) [19]. 

Fixed gauge conditions Fixed gauge conditions prescribe the lapse and shift a 

priori as functions which depend on only local coordinates. Such gauges typically 

give rise to an ill-posed initial value problem for the Einstein equations [19]. They 

are not discussed further here. 

Algebraic gauge conditions Algebraic gauge conditions are those which con

struct a lapse and shift vector as a function of the metric and extrinsic curvature, 

or other auxiliary evolved variables. A key example of an algebraic gauge condition 

is a densitized lapse 

( 4.86) 

where Q is some given function. When either the NOR or BSSN systems are closed 

with densitized lapse and fixed shift the resulting system is strongly hyperbolic [13]. 

The only algebraic condition for the shift to be considered in this thesis is the so

called area locking shift condition [20]. In spherical symmetry the ADM equations 

for the radial component of the metric 100 = 1Tr2, becomes (see sect. 4.6), 

1T = -2aKT + f3( 1T,r + 2;T). ( 4.87) 
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4.5 Gauge conditions 

The condition 1T = 0 can be imposed by choosing the shift appropriately, fixing 

radial coordinates 

( 
2rT)-1 

f3 = 2exK T rT,r + -r- . ( 4.88) 

Evolved gauge conditions Recent progress in the evolution of binary black 

holes has relied on (amongst other things) the use of so-called evolved gauge con

ditions, in which the lapse and shift are promoted to the status of evolved vari

able. Many live gauge conditions have been used, some on a trial and error basis 

and some conceived through geometric intuition. The symmetry-seeking behavior 

(tendency to become Killing) and end states associated with the following gauge 

conditions are discussed in Chap. 8. 

The following conditions are (confusingly) all called Bona-Masso slicing conditions 

[21, 46, 22] (hereafter BM): 

-J1Lex2 (K - K o), 

-J1Lex (exK - Dif3i) , 

( 4.89) 

(4.90) 

(4.91) 

where J1L is a given function of ex and KO(Xi) is the initial value of K. For clarity, 

(4.89) will be referred to as "BMn" (the derivative is along the slice normals) and 

to (4.90) as "BMt" (the derivative is along the time lines). The third condition 

will be called "BMg", as it can be integrated for any J1L = J1L(ex) to relate ex to 

the 3-metric determinant. For J1L = 2/ ex, BMg integrates to ex = f(x) + In 1 det rij I, 

explaining the name "1+10g slicing". BMn and BMt can be integrated only if the 

shift is zero. 

Recent numerical successes have, in particular relied on the BMn lapse condition 

(4.89). 

As n a is a true vector and ex and K are scalars under a change of coordinates Xi on 

the slice, this slicing condition is independent of the coordinates on the slice and 
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therefore independent of the shift. The geometric specification of BMt and BMg 

(but not BMn) slicing depends on the shift. 

The most common live shift condition is the so-called gamma driver shift, so called 

because it was first used with the BSSN system to control the behavior of the 

evolved auxiliary variable ['i. Like the Bona-Masso slicing conditions, gamma

driver shift comes in different types, 

~i = o?f.LsBi + f3j f3~j' 

~i = o? f.Ls Bi , 

Hi = ci f.LS['i + f3j B~j - 'flf3i , 

Hi = 0:2 f.LS['i - 'flf3i , 

( 4.92) 

(4.93) 

where f.Ls is a function of 0:. Other flavors of NOR can be supplemented with fi

driver shift. If f.Ls = 1/0:2 is taken then gamma-driver shift can be integrated to 

give [17], 

['i - 'flf3i + f3j f3~j' 

['i _ 'flf3i, 

(4.94) 

(4.95) 

the form most commonly used in the work that follows, which will be referred to 

in general as fi-n driver shift and fi-t driver shift respectively. 

4.6 Spherical reduction 

In this thesis several spherical reductions of the Einstein equations will be evolved 

numerically. 

Very generally symmetry can be exploited to reduce the dimensionality of a prob

lem. For numerical simulation the advantages of such an approach are obvious; 

holding less data in memory means less computation, so results can be harvested 

quickly. Of course the range of physically interesting spherically symmetric prob

lems is limited, but in the work that follows the focus will be on proof of principle 

experiments and calculations. 
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In the next section the spherical ansatz and reduction method is described. After

wards the spherical reduction of Z4, NOR and BSSN are given. 

4.6.1 Reduction method 

A spherical reduction of Z4 is straightforward because the evolved variables all 

transform as tensors. BSSN and NOR are trickier. If one were to naively write down 

the evolution system for BSSN or NOR the resulting equations would of course be 

a spherical reduction of General Relativity, but would not faithfully represent a 

spherical reduction of the three dimensional Cartesian systems commonly evolved 

in modern numerical relativity codes. To compute a faithful spherical reduction 

of those three dimensional systems additional structure has to be placed on the 

spacetime. Non-tensorial variables must be redefined covariantly. The method can 

be outlined in the following way; 

Spherical ansatz Make the spherical ansatz for the metric and other tensors, 

so that they may be written like 

(4.96) 

Auxiliary connection Define an auxiliary connection [23] which is zero by defi

nition in cartesian coordinates. This connection induces a covariant derivative equal 

to partial derivatives in cartesian coordinates. Use the new covariant derivative to 

define any auxiliary variables. Transform the (now tensorially defined) auxiliary 

variables into spherical coordinates. Interpret all partially differentiated constraint 

addition terms as constraints acted on by the new covariant derivative. Re-defining 

the vector auxiliary variable of the NOR and BSSN formulations should have made 

them easier to use with non-Cartesian coordinates or multiple coordinate patches. 

(Optional for conformal decomposition) Treat the cartesian tensor densities as ten

sors which are equal to the conformal variables naturally defined in cartesian co-
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4.6 Spherical reduction 

ordinates. For example the BSSN ¢ variable becomes 

¢ = ~ In ( det I' ) 
12 r 4 sin2 e ( 4.97) 

rather than (4.70). 

Lie derivatives (Optional for conformal decomposition) Non-tensor variables 

do not have a well-defined Lie derivative. Take the convention for the cartesian 

expression and transform to spherical coordinates assuming that the derivatives in 

the cartesian expression are given by the auxiliary covariant derivative. 

Add enforced constraints to evolution equations ( Optional for conformal 

decomposition) If a given constraint is to be enforced at every time during numer

ical evolution, it may be added to the evolution equations without affecting the 

continuum system whatsoever. Such constraints are added to the system so that 

the equations become as close as possible to those in the literature. 

Regularity conditions If the origin r = 0 is to be included in the domain 

of evolution regularity conditions must be imposed. Metric coefficients, extrinsic 

curvature components and the lapse must be even. The shift must be odd. Addi

tionally local flatness requires that the metric satisfies I'rr -I'T = O(r2) (similarly 

for the extrinsic curvature). 
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4.6.2 Z4 

The spherical Z4 evolution equations are given by 

ITT -2aKTT + f3'TT + 2/TT f3,T) (4.98) 

IT ( 
21T) -2aKT + 13 IT,T + --;:- , ( 4.99) 

13K + K 13 + ITT,T TT,T TT ,T - a,TT 2rv a,T 
ITT 

+a - ----.!I.. + 2 TT T _ 2KTT 8 _ IT,TT + ITT,TIT,T + IT~ 
( 

K2 KK . 2 

ITT IT IT 2/TTIT 2'T 

-2Z - ITT,T Z + ~ ('TT'T _ 2IT'T)) 
T,T r , 

ITT r ITT IT 
(4.100) 

13 (KTT + 2KT) _ (,TT + 21T) a,T 
'r 'r 2/TT 

+a (KTTKT _ 2KT8 _ IT,TT + ITT'T~T'T + ('T'T + 2 IT ) ZT 
ITT 2/TT 4/TT IT r'TT 

+~ ( '~ ITT,T - 2'T'T) + 12 (1 _ IT)), 
r 2/TT ITT r ITT 

(4.101) 

138 ZT (KTTKT K~ (KTT KT)8 - ,T - -a,T + a + -2 - - + - -
ITT ITT IT 2'T ITT IT 

2 Z 2 Z + ITT,TIT,T + IT,T _ IT,TT + ~ + ('T'T _ ITT,T + _)_T 
4/ ¢T IT 8'TT/~ 2/TTIT ITT IT ITT r ITT 

+_1_ ('TT'T _ 3 IT'T) + ~ (~ _ ~)) . (4.102) 
2r'TT ITT IT 2r2 IT ITT ., 

f3ZT,T + ZTf3,T - 8a,T 

+a (( KTT + KT) IT,T _ 2KT,T _2 KTT ZT + 8,T 
ITT IT IT IT ITT 

+~(KTT _ KT)). 
r ITT IT 

(4.103) 
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The system has physical constraints 

H = -2 IT,rr + 2 KrrKT + K~ Irr,rlT,r + If + _1_ (,rr,r 
IrrlT IrrlT If 2, ;r IT 4,rr,f r,rr Irr 

_3'T,r) + ~ (~-~) = 0, 
IT r IT Irr 

(4.104) 

( 
Krr KT) K Tr 2 ( Krr KT) 0 --+-2 IT,r- 2--' +- --+-2 =, 

IrrlT IT IT r IrrlT IT 
(4.105) 

and definition constraints 8 and Zr. 
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4.6.3 NOR 

Taking a = b = 1, c = d = 0 (NOR-A in the terminology of [17]) the spherical 

NOR evolution equations are given by 

"irr -2aKrr + j3"irr + 2"irrj3,T) (4.106) 

"iT ( 
2"iT) -2aKT + j3 "iT,r + --;:- , ( 4.107) 

j3Krr r + 2Krrj3 r - a rr + "irr,r a r 
, "2"irr ' 

(
p - 2 P - 1 P - 2 2 1 - 2p 2 "irr,r"iT,r 

+0'. -2-"irr,rr + --"iT,rr - -2 2 "irr,r + 2 "iT,r 2 
"irr "iT "irr "iT "irr"iT 

2 ("irr ) 1 ( 1 2 ) 2 ("irr ) +- - - 1 + - - - - "irr,r + - - - 1 "iT,r + ir,r 
r2 "iT r "irr "iT r"iT "iT 

2K;r 2KrrKT) +-2-+ , 
"irr "iT 

(4.108) 

j3(KT,r + 2KT) _ ("iT,r + "iT ) a,r 
r 2"irr r"irr 

+0'. (_ "iT,rr + "irr,r~T,r + _1_ (p _ 2 + "iT ) "irr,r + ~ (~ _ 
2"irr 4"irr 2r"irr "irr r "iT 

~)"iT,r + 12 (3 _ 2 "irr _ "iT) ir + KrrKT) 
"irr r "iT "irr r "irr 

(4.109) 

j3ir,r + 22j3(P - 1- "irr) + irj3,r + (p - 2)j3,rr - ~j3,r(P - 1 
r "iT r 

"irr) (p - 2 P - 2 4 ( 1 1 ) 4 ( 1 -- +0'. --K +2--KT +- --- K +- -rr,T ,r rr 
"iT "irr "iT r "irr "iT r "iT 

1 )"irr (. )Krr (Krr ( )KT) ) -- -KT - P - 2 -2-"irr,r + 2 -- - P - 1 -2 "iT,r + 
"irr "iT "irr "irr"iT "iT 

(( ) Krr KT) p-2 -+2p- a,r. 
"irr "iT 

(4.110) 
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The system has constraints 

H -2 IT,TT + 2KTTKT + K~ ITT,TIT,T + I~ + _1_ ('TT,T 
. 2 2 2 4 2 ITT IT ITTIT IT ITT IT ITT IT r'TT ITT 

-3 IT,T) + 12 (~ - ~) = 0, 
IT r IT ITT 

(4.111) 

( 
KTT KT) KTT 2 ( KTT KT) -- + -2 IT,T - 2--' + - -- + -2 = 0, 

ITTIT IT IT r ITTIT IT 
MT (4.112) 

GT 
iT + (p - 2) ITT,T + P IT,T + ~ (1 _ ITT) = O. 

2/TT IT r IT 
(4.113) 

4.6.4 BSSN 

Assuming that the D and T constraints are to be enforced there is an ambigu

ity in defining any quantity in the BSSN system. Enforced constraints and their 

derivatives can be added to any other definition, constraint or evolution equation 

without altering the continuum system. In particular there are two definitions of 

the BSSN auxiliary variable f'i, 

(4.114) 

equivalent only up to additions of derivatives of the D constraint and only in 

coordinates where det'? = l. In spherical coordinates they are not; if the cartesian 

D constraint is tensorially transformed to spherical coordinates it becomes 

(4.115) 

and the last of the equalities in (4.114) has to be abandoned. The transformed 

cartesian BSSN auxiliary variable f'i with D,T constraint addition is 

-T ( )'?TT,T '?T,T 2 ( 1 1 ) r = 1 - Cr -- - 2cr--- - - - - - = 0 -2 - - - - , 
ITT ITITT r ITT IT 

(4.116) 

where Cr is constant. It would be gratifying if one choice of Cr naturally gave 

the appropriate reduction, but it is not so. The two definitions of f'i (4.114) are 

both used in the derivation of the evolution equations, so neither can be taken 

exclusively. The first definition is used in deriving the evolution equation for the 
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fi'S and the second in those of the A/s. For the fr evolution equation Cr = 0 is 

the natural choice, whereas for the Arr and AT equations Cr = 1/2 can be taken. 

These values of Cr correspond to the first and second definitions of fi. 

To get around the ambiguity the D and T constraints are used to ensure that 

the spherical reduction chosen corresponds to the standard BSSN system even 

when the D and T constraints are not imposed; that is, the following spherical 

reduction of the BSSN system corresponds term by term to a spherical reduction 

of the standard three dimensional cartesian BSSN system even without constraint 

projection. 
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The spherical BSSN evolution equations are given by' 

- - 2 - 2 - (- A}) 
AT {3AT,r - 3" AT{3,r + 3r{3AT + 0: KAT - 2 'YT 

(4.117) 

(4.118) 

(4.119) 

(4.120) 

- 1 - 1 
+ -4¢ ( 'YT (4- ,./, + - + 'YT - + -) O:,r ) e -3-O:,rr - 'YT'f',r -2'YT,r -2-' 'Yrr,r -'YT -3-

'Yrr 'Yrr r 'Yrr 

( 
- - r 1 - -2 +e-4¢0: 'YT - _ 'YT,rr + 'YT,./, __ - f'r _ 'YT'Yrr,r 

6-2 'Yrr,rr 6- 3- 'f',rr 3 'YT ,r 3-3 
'Yrr 'Yrr 'Yrr 'Yrr 

- - -2 ,./,,./, 4-,./,2 + 'Yrr,r'YT,r + 'YT,r 'YT'Yrr,r'f',r 'YT,r'f',r 'YT'f',r 

4'Y;r 6'Yrr'YT 3'Y;r 3'Yrr 3'Yrr 
1 - - 2- 2-+_ (- f'r + 'YT - + 'YT,r _ 'YT,r _ 'YT,./, ) 

3 
'YT -2 'Yrr,r - - - 'f',r 

r 'Yrr 'Yrr 'YT 'Yrr 

+ 12 (~T - 1)), (4.121) 
r 'Yrr 

k (
A2 A2 1) 

{3K + 0: ~ + 2--..L + - K ,r -2 -2 3 
'Yrr 'YT 

+e-4¢ ( _ ~,rr + ('Y~,r _ 'Y,!,r _ ~ -c- 2¢,r) ~,r) 
'Yrr 2'Yrr 'YT r . 'Yrr 

(4.122) 
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and finally 

4f3,rr + ~ (f3 _ Ii) (~ + _1 ) 
3l'rr r ,r r l'T 3l'rr 

f'r 1 (4f3 ) (1 - Cr _ 2cr _ 2 ( 1 1 )) +f3 ,r + -3 - - f3,r ~Irr,r - ~IT,r + - =- - ::--
r Irr IrrlT r IT Irr 

(4.123) 

The system has constraints 

H - 2ArrAT A} 1 K2 --+-=2+
l'rrl'T IT 3 

+e-4q, (_ l'T,rr _ 4 c/J,rr + l'rr,rl'T 
l'rrl'T l'rr 2l';r IT 

+ l'T,r + 2l'rr,rc/J,r _ 4l'Tc/J,r _ 4 c/J~r 
4l'rrl'} l';r l'rrl'T l'rr 

+~ (l'~r,r _ 3l'!,r _ 8c/J,r) + 12 (~ - ~)) = 0, (4.124) 
rryrr Irr IT r Irr IT 

_2~T,r _ ~K,r + ~ (~rr _ ~T) + (~rr + ~T) l'!,r 
IT 3 r Irr IT Irr IT IT 

+4(~rr _ ~T)c/J,r = 0, (4.125) 
Irr IT 

- - 2 -
l'rrf'r + (Cf - 1) I~r,r + 2Cf ,!,r + - (1 - ~rr) = 0, (4.126) 

Irr IT r IT 
D In(l'rrl'~) = 0, (4.127) 

Arr + 2 AT' = 0. (4.128) 
l'rr l'T 

T 

4.7 Constraint damping 

In [3] Gundlach et al. consider extensions of the ADM equations (4.41,4.42) in 

which the constraints are damped (so-called A-systems). They consider the Z4 

system and alter it in the hope of creating a A-system. The constraints of the system 
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(which is equivalent to the Einstein equations written in harmonic or generalized 

harmonic form) are found to be damped. The constraint damping scheme was 

subsequently used by Pretorious [24] in the first successful evolutions of merging 

binary blackholes. In this section the damping scheme is extended to the BSSN-8 

and NOR-8 systems and analyzed in a spherical context. 

4.7.1 Damping terms 

The BSSN-8 and NOR-8 systems are straightforward expansions. In addition to 

evolving "Iij, Kij and ii, a new variable 8 evolves according to 

(4.129) 

The new variable is coupled with the rest of the system by 

(4.130) 

It may be possible to derive the NOR-8 system by considering the slight general

ization to the Z4 vacuum equations 

(4.131) 

where 'V' a is a flat auxiliary covariant derivative with r i
jk = 0 in preferred Cartesian 

coordinates. This geometric approach is not followed here for two reasons. Firstly 

the beautiful covariant wave equation for the constraints presented in [3] 

( 4.132) 

does not follow without 'Va = 'V' a, so the constraint damping scheme cannot be an

alyzed in the same way. Secondly the BSSN definition constraint Gi does not evolve 

with a full Lie derivative along the shift and so cannot be derived geometrically as 

the 3 + 1 decomposition of a 4-dimensional system. 
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Constraint damping terms can be added to the system 

Kij · .. - O'./{/'( ·8 
~J , (4.133) 

fi · .. - O'.",Gi , (4.134) 

8 · .. - 20'.",8. ( 4.135) 

The damping terms should be able to control sufficiently small definition constraint 

violation. The time derivatives of the definition constraints are essentially given 

by the Hamiltonian and Momentum constraints, so the damping ought to control 

their growth as well. 

4.7.2 Mode analysis 

If the constraint evolution systems are approximated by their principal part and 

constraint damping terms, the damped spherical constraint systems for Z4, NOR-8 

and BSSN-8 can be reduced to 

1 1 
-2 H + -Gr,T> 

rrr 
Mr,r + 8,r, 

2 
Hr--Mrr, 

, rrr ' 
1 

M --H r,r 2 ,T> 

(4.136) 

( 4.137) 

(4.138) 

(4.139) 

where the Gi and Zi constraints have been identified; since the system implicitly 

contains third spatial derivatives of the metric, second derivatives of the definition 

constraints are principal in the Hand Mi evolution equations. Spherical symmetry 

suppresses such terms, but in general they are present. Substituting the plane-wave 

ansatz 
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4.7 Constraint damping 

where e, GTl iI and Mr are constants, gives rise to the eigenvalue problem 

-8 - 2", iw 1 0 e 
"Irr 2 

~w -8 - '" 0 1 Gr 
= 0, (4.141) 

-4",K 0 -8 _2iw H 
"Irr 

2",iw + 2", log( o:),r 0 _iw -8 Mr 2 

which around flat-space has solutions 

(4.142) 

so that the Re 8 < 0 is satisfied for every '" > 0 and the definition constraints 

are damped which should control the growth of the Hamiltonian and momentum 

constraints. This result is not unexpected since the approximations reduce the 

calculation to the case considered in [3]. This calculation shows that in some ap

proximation the spherical BSSN-8 and NOR-8 constraint systems can be damped 

in the same way as the Z 4 constraint system. 

Note that if the condition 8 --+ 0 is imposed, repeating the analysis reveals un

damped modes. For the BSSN or NOR systems to be fully damped they must be 

expanded with the 8-variable. 

;~" . 
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Chapter 5 

Mathematical analysis of 

asymptotically null slices 

This chapter was published as part of a paper written in collaboration with G 

Calabrese and C Gundach [1]. 

5.1 Introduction 

Numerical simulations of astrophysical events in general relativity are carried out 

on a numerical domain that comprises a central strong field zone surrounded by a 

much larger outer zone which contains no matter, where the fields are weak, and 

in which gravitational waves are mostly outgoing. 

One reason for making the numerical domain large is mathematical. Boundary 

conditions (BCs) for the continuum initial-boundary value problem which are both 

compatible with the Einstein constraints and make the problem well-posed have 

been suggested only recently [25] and are still untested numerically. BCs which 

are consistent with the constraints (but not proven to be well-posed) [26] have 

been used successfully in 3D testbed simulations [27, 28]. Large simulations of 
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astrophysically interesting scenarios have so far been using BCs at finite radius 

(with the exception of [24], see below) that are incompatible with the constraints, 

so that finite constraint violations propagate in from the boundary even in the 

limit of infinite resolution. 

A second reason is physical. The central object should be isolated with no incoming 

gravitational radiation. This cannot be achieved with purely local BCs. For the 

same reason gravitational radiation cannot be read off reliably close to the source. 

The physical problem can be reduced by pushing the outer boundary to larger 

radius, and the mathematical problem will be alleviated at least by making the 

domain of dependence of the initial data larger. There is empirical evidence that 

the dominant error in astrophysics-type GR simulations is from the boundary, and 

that it can be alleviated for example by using nested boxes mesh refinement to 

push the outer boundary further out [29, 30, 31]. 

A radical approach to both the mathematical and the physical problems is to 

represent a complete asymptotically fiat spacetime on the numerical domain. The 

no ingoing radiation condition can then be imposed exactly at past null infinity 

f-, and the outgoing radiation can be read off exactly at future null infinity 

f+. Regularising the field equations at infinity requires embedding the Einstein 

equations into a much larger system called the conformal field equations [8], but 

this system has not yet been used for astrophysical simulations. Alternatively, the 

Einstein equations can be regularised at f using retarded time as a null coordinate 

[32], but this approach cannot be used in the central strong field region because 

the null cones form caustics. 

Finally, space can be compactified on standard spacelike slices going out to iO. 

If the initial data are stationary outside a central region one can then get away 

with a pseudo-regularisation of the field equations in their discretised form at the 

compactification boundary [33, 34, 24]. In the continuum equations no gravitational 

waves reach iO and no evolution takes place there. In the discretised equations 
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spurious radiation must be suppressed by artificial dissipation (or the implicit 

dissipation of the discretisation) before reaching the compactification boundary. 

One key ingredient of the conformal field equations approach is the use of asymp

totically null time slices which terminate at f+, together with a compactification 

of the radial coordinate. It has been suggested to use such coordinates in numerical 

relativity, but to introduce an artificial outer boundary at some very large radius 

and to use the standard form of the Einstein equations [35,36]. Fig. 5.1 illustrates 

this approach. Ingoing (backscattered) waves at large radius are increasingly lost 

in numerical simulations in this approach because they are not resolved on any 

finite resolution grid. It is sometimes not appreciated that all approaches that put 

f+ at a finite coordinate value, in particular the conformal field equations and 

the Cauchy-characteristic matching approaches, suffer from the same shortcoming. 

For example, in Minkowski spacetime with metric ds2 = -dU dV + R2d02 the con

formal approach would introduce a compactification U = tan u, V = tan v on a 

grid with constant resolution flu and flv. This implies fl V = sec2 flv ~ V- 2 flv 

(as V -4 (0), so that any ingoing waves with period f are no longer resolved 

for V ~ (J flv )-1/2. A similar argument holds for the characteristic approach on 

outgoing null cones. 

In this paper, we shall restrict ourselves to the toy model of the wave equation on 

Minkowski or Reissner-Nordstrom spacetime. In Sect. 5.2 we investigate in some 

detail the relationship between radial stretching or compactification, bending up 

the slices, the coordinate speeds of light, and the global structure of the slices. We 

propose a one-parameter family of asymptotically null slices comprising flat slices 

at one extreme and hyperboloidal slices at the other. 
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R~10M 
t = 1000M 

R rv 2000M 

R rv 2000M ~ t 

t=O 

Figure 5.1: A schematic spacetime diagram to illustrate that if the artificial outer boundary is 

pushed out to sufficiently large radius (here R = 2000M) outgoing gravitational radiation ,can be 

read off at very large radius (here R = lOOOM) for a long time (here t = lOOOM) without being 

contaminated by unphysical Bes at the artificial outer boundary (assuming that no information 

travels faster than light). 
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5.2 Mathematical analysis 

5.2 Mathematical analysis 

5.2.1 Spherically symmetric slices in Minkowski spacetime 

The metric of Minkowski spacetime in standard spherical polar coordinates is 

(5.1) 

Consider the fiat space wave equation as a toy model for the linearised Einstein 

equations. An outgoing wave ¢ emanating from a central region can be approxi

mated as 
Imax I 

¢(T, R, B, i.p) ~ L L ¢lm(U)R-1Yzm(B, i.p) (5.2) 
1=0 m=-l 

for some small finite lmax, where the Yzm are spherical harmonics and U = T -

R is retarded time. To resolve this, constant spatial resolution ~x, ~y, ~z is 

not required, but only constant angular resolution ~B, ~i.p. Similarly, constant 

resolution in Rand T separately is not required, but only constant resolution in 

U. If the slices ~f constant coordinate time t "bend up" such that they approximate 

slices of constant U asymptotically as R -+ 00, then the radial grid spacing ~R 

can be allowed to diverge in this limit. 

To study this quantitatively, we make the change of coordinates 

t 

R 

T - F(R), 

R(r), 

(5.3) 

(5.4) 

where F(R) controls the slicing, and R(r) the spatial coordinates on the slices. 

The new slicing is static, that is, Lie-dragged by the Killing vector a/aT. 

The metric in 3+ 1 in form in the new coordinates is 

(5.5) 
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with the lapse, shift, 3-metric and extrinsic curvature given by 

1 
(5.6) a 

(1 - F'2)~' 

f3r F' 
(5.7) 

R'(l - F'2)' 

Irr R'2(1 - F'2), (5.8) 

lee R2 , (5.9) 

Krr 
F"R,2 

(5.10) 
(1 - F'2)~ , 

Kee 
F'R 

(5.11) 
(1 - F'2)~' 

Note that a ~ 1. Here and in the following F' == dF/dR and R' = dR/dr. The 

coordinate light speeds in the radial and tangential directions are 

dr I - ±~ - f3r _ ± 1 
dt e,<p - yFY;;. - R' (1 =f F') , 

(5.12) 

Ce = ~~ Ir,<p = V~:;t = ~. (5.13) 

We can also express the radial coordinate speeds of light dr / dt = C± directly in 

terms of dR/ dT = C± in the form 

C;±l = R'(C;;;I - F'), (5.14) 

and this relation holds for any spherically symmetric metric. 

5.2.2 Stability conditions 

We consider a numerical stencil centred at the grid point xb at time to, and for 

simplicity of presentation we shift the origin of the coordinates so that xb = 0 and 

to = O. We model the stencil as the square box -!1xi ::::; Xi ::::; !1xi for i = 1,2,3. 

The time step is !1t, and for simplicity of notation we assume a two-level scheme 

and a three-point stencil in each spatial direction. 
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The intersection of the past light cone of the grid point at Xi = 0 and t = fj.t with 

the time slice t = 0 is the ellipsoid 

(5.15) 

Note that the origin of this ellipsoid is shifted from Xi = 0 if (3i =1= 0, and its 

principal axes are not aligned with the coordinate axes if 'Yij is not diagonal. 

The light ellipsoid fits into the stencil box (the Courant-Friedrichs-Levy (CFL) 

condition) if and only if in each of the three coordinate directions i the maximal 

value of Xi on the ellipsoid is less than fj.xi and the minimal value is greater than 

_fj.xi. The solution of the resulting extremisation problem gives 
I 

(5.16) 

for i = 1,2,3 (no summation over i). This result is valid also for non-diagonal 'Yij' 

Restricted to spherical symmetry, these conditions become 

fj.r 
~+I(3rl, (5.17) - > 

fj.t 'Yrr 

fj.() ex 
(5.18) > 

R' fj.t 
fj.cp ex 

(5.19) > 
fj.t RI sin ()I' 

The factor 1/ sin () in the third condition reflects the standard problem with spher

ical coordinates on the z-axis unrelated to our coordinates and which we ignore 

here. 

The CFL condition, which is necessary for stability, can be written as 

for k = 1, where 
ex 1 

fj.() 
Cr <k

- fj.t 

Cr == R = R(1 - F'2)1/2 . 

(5.20) 

(5.21) 

For typical explicit finite differencing methods for linear hyperbolic equations, a 

sufficient stability condition is then of the same form for some constant k which 
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depends on the equation and its discretisation (allowing for any number of time 

levels and size of stencil). This will generalise to any hyperbolic formulation of the 

Einstein equations. Note that CT -=1= Co unless a = 1, and that CT and not Co is the 

relevant quantity for stability. 

5.2.3 Slicing, stretching, compactification, and lightcones 

The assumption that the slice is spacelike is equivalent to F' < 1, and the assump

tion that it becomes asymptotically null is equivalent to F' -+ 1. For simplicity let 

us consider functions 1 - F' that decay as a power of R at large R, or 

1 - F'(R) rv R-n (5.22) 

as R -+00, where n > O. Without loss of generality we assume that the numerical 

grid is equally spaced in r. Then the CFL condition in the radial direction requires 

that 

(5.23) 

is bounded above as R -+ 00. To preserve accuracy, it should also be bounded 

below. (If c+ -+ 0 as R -+ 00, an outgoing wave pulse would slow down, be

come increasingly narrow, and be damped by numerical dissipation.) Therefore we 

require 

(5.24) 

which on integration gives us 

R1- n rrv . (5.25) 

This means that for 0 < n < 1 we have radial stretching 

R(r) rv r1/(1-n), r -+ 00, (5.26) 

and for n > 1 we have radial compactification 

R(r) rv (l- r)-l/(n-l), r -+ L. (5.27) 
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The special case n = 1 gives us 

also a case of stretching. 

We see that 
1 

c_ ~ -- --+ 0 
2R' 

5.2 Mathematical analysis 

(5.28) 

(5.29) 

as R --+ 00 for either'stn:o~~:ling or compactification. This means that in going wave 

pulses move very slowly (in rand t) at large radius, and that they become wider 

(in r) as they move in. Although they are insufficiently resolved at large radius, 

they do not pose a stability problem for the finite differencing scheme (at least 

from the point of view of the CFL condition). We also see that 

(5.30) 

as R --+ 00, and so. with constant angular resolution the CFL condition in the 

tangential directions requires n ::; 2. 

In summary, the ansatz (5.22) for the slicing requires 0 < n ::; 2 for the coordinate 

speeds in all directions to be bounded. Keeping c+ bounded below as well as above 

means that 0 < n ::; 1 requires radial stretching and 1 < n ::; 2 requires radial 

compactification. 

As a matter of convention, we always set F(O) = 0, R(O) = 0 and R'(O) = 1, so 

that c+(O) = 1. For regularity we require R(r) to be odd and F(R) to be even. We 

introduce a length scale L so that 

(5.31) 

as R --+ 00. We demand that c+(oo) = 1, which implies 

(R)-n 
F' ~ 1- L (5.32) 

Simple closed form expressions for F(R) and R(r) with the required asymptotic 

behaviour are given in sect. 5.2.7. A typical set of coordinate speeds is plotted in 

Fig. 5.12. 
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In summary, compactifying the radius without bending up the slices would mean 

losing the outgoing radiation. Bending up the slices without radial compactification 

would increase the radial outgoing characteristic speeds without limit and so violate 

the CFL condition in the radial direction. Bending up the slices without keeping 

the angular resolution constant at large radius would violate the CFL condition in 

the angular directions. 

5.2.4 Global structure 

The exponent n can be given a geometric interpretation as follows .. There are two 

preferred families of observers: those normal to the slicing and those along the 

Killing field a/aT = a/at. The speed of the former relative to the latter is 

(3r..r;;; 
v= - , 

a 
(5.33) 

and the corresponding Lorentz factor is 

1 1 (R) n/2 

f::= v'1-v2 ~ v'2 L (5.34) 

as R ---t 00. 

We see that our n > 0 slices are asymptotically null in the precise sense that 

their Lorentz factor diverges as R ---t 00, but surprisingly this does not imply that 

they reach f. Consider the null coordinates V ::= T + R = t + F(R) + Rand 

U ::= T - R = t + F(R) - R on Minkowski spacetime. Noting that F(R) c:::: R as 

R ---t 00, we find that V c:::: 2R ---t 00 as R ---t 00 on a slice of constant t. For U on 

a slice of constant t, we find that 

- = F'(R) - 1 c:::: - -dUI (R)-n 
dR t=const. L 

(5.35) 

Integrating this relation over R, we find that for n > 1, U approaches a finite value 

as R ---t 00 (or equivalently, as we have seen, V ---t 00) on a slice of constant t, 

and so the slice reaches a point on f. For n :::; 1, U ---t -00 as V ---t 00 on a slice 
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of constant t, and so the slice reaches in. If our slices are plotted on the standard 

conformal diagram, they approach iO horizontally for n = 0, but tangentially to yr 

for 0 < n ~ 1. For 1 < n ~ 2 they intersect yr. 

For comparison we determine the asymptotic behaviour of the standard conformal 

compactification of Minkowski [6]. With U and V as above, and u = (t - r)/2 and 

v = (t + r)/2, this is given by U = tan u and V = tan v. (For consistency with the 

rest of this paper u and v have finite range and U and V infinite range). Clearly 

this is is not of the restricted form we have considered here and which gives a static 

slicing. But we can show that as R -+ 00 on a slice of constant t, 

dTI ( R )-2 
dR t=const. c:::: 1 - L(t) 

(5.36) 

which we can interpret as n = 2 but where L(t) now depends explicitly on the slice. 

In this compactification c± = ±1 exactly, and so both ingoing and outgoing waves 

are represented accurately. The lines of constant (r, e, <p) are no longer Killing tra

jectories, and so we cannot implement this gauge choice with "symmetry-seeking" 

coordinate conditions [37], which include almost all popular coordinate conditions. 

5.2.5 Reissner-Nordstrom spacetime 

To obtain asymptotically null slices in Reissner-Nordstrom spacetime, we start 

from its metric in (for example) Kerr-Schild coordinates (T, R), 

ds2 = -(1 - 1) dT2 + 2f dT dR + (1 + 1) dR2 

2 - 2 2m q2 
+R dO. where f(R) = - --

R R2' 
(5.37) 

and make a coordinate transformation of the form (5.3,5.4) to new coordinates 

(t,r). We choose R(r) to have the asymptotic behaviour (5.31) with 0 < n ~ 2. 

From (5.14) we find that in order to obtain c+(oo) = 1, the asymptotic behaviour 

of P(R) as R -+ 0 must now be 

4m 8m2 - 2q2 (R)-n 
pi = 1 + R + R2 - L + o( R-n), (5.38) 
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---,. 

o 2 4 6 8 

R 

Figure 5.2: n = ~ slices plotted with L = 1 up to R = 9. The diagonal line is the boundary of 

the domain of dependence of the initial data. Slices with other n look similar. 
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0.5 1.5 2 2.5 3 

Figure 5.3: Flat (n = 0) slices plotted in the standard conformal, diagram. The outer boundary 

radius and the domain of dependence of the initial data have been indicated, but the slices have 

been extended beyond Rmax to infinite radius to demonstrate that they reach spacelike infinity. 
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0.5 1.5 2 2.5 3 

Figure 5.4: n = ~ slices. The slices end at spacelike infinity." 

3 

2.5 

2 

t 1.5 . 

0.5 

o 0.5 1.5 2 2.5 3 

Figure 5.5: n = 1 slices embedded in the standard conformal diagram of Minkowski. They 

approach spacelike infinity tangential to future null infinity. 
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2.5 

t 1.5 

0.5 

o 0.5 1.5 2 2.5 3 

Figure 5.6: n = ~ slices intersect future null infinity at finite retarded time. 

3 

2.5 -

2 

t 1.5 -

0.5 

o 0.5 1.5 2 2.5 3 

Figure 5.7: n = 2 slices also intersect future null infinity at fin ite retarded time. 
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r 
o 

Figure 5.8: Coordinate speeds c+ and c_ in our examples with with L = 1, and n = 1/2 and 

n = 1 (dashed). Here R = 00 corresponds to r = 00. 

for 0 < n :::; 2. For n < 2 the R-2 term in this expression can be omitted, and for 

n < 1 the R-1 term can also be omitted, as they give only 0(1) contributions to 

C+. Conversely, we see that for n 2:: 1 the slicing must be corrected for the total 

mass of the isolated central object. In a dynamic 3D spacetime this mass would 

presumably be the ADM mass for n = 1 and the Bondi mass for n > 1. Although 

our calculations are limited to spherical symmetry, the analogy between charge 

and angular momentum suggests that with n = 2 in 3D the slicing would have to 

be corrected for the Bondi angular momentum as well. 

Finally we note that (5.30) holds also in Reissner-Nordstrom spacetime. More 

precisely, 

CT ~ ~R (~) n/2 (5.39) 

for 0 < n < 2 with any m and q, and 

1 
CT ~ yl2L' (5.40) 

for n = 2 as R -+ 00. 
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Speeds 

1 -
0.5 

0.2 --0.8 
r 

1 

-0.5 

-1 

Figure 5.9: Coordinate speeds c+ and c in our examples with l = 1 and n = 3/2 and n = 2 

(dashed), so that R = 00 corresponds to r = 1. 
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r 

Figure 5.10: Coordinate speeds c+ and c_ in Kerr-Schild slicing. Here and in the following the 

black hole mass is m = 1. 
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r 
60 80 100 

Figure 5.11: Coordinate speeds c+ and c_ in modified Painleve-Giillstrand slicing. 
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Figure 5.12: Coordinate speeds c+ and c in modified Kerr-Schild slicing, made asymptotically 

null with n = ~ and n = 1 (dashed). L = 1 in both cases. 
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r 
o 

Figure 5.13: Coordinate speeds c+ and c in modified Painleve-Giillstrand and.n = ~ and 

n = 1 (dashed). Again L = 1. 
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Figure 5.14: Coordinate speeds c+ and c in modified Kerr-Schild and n = ~, with l = 20. 
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Speeds 

1 

0.5 

r 
15 20 

-0.5 

-1 

Figure 5.15: Coordinate speeds c+ and c_ in modified Painleve..Giillstrand and n = ~. Again 

l = 20. 

5.2.6 Characterisation of n in terms of 3+1 variables 

We have already characterised the slicing geometrically in terms of its Lorentz 

factor. Another geometric characterisation is in terms of the metric and intrinsic 

curvature of the slices. Applying the coordinate transformation (5.3,5.4) with the 

asymptotic behaviour (5.31,5.38) to the metric (5.37), we find that for Minkowski 

with 0 < n ::; 2 and Reissner-Nordstrom with 0 < n < 2, 

a ~ (~)~ (f rv_~ 
- 2' (5.41) 

"trr 2 (~) n - R2 "(ee = , (5.42) 

Krr -0L (~) ';-1 (5.43) 

Kee _ ~ (~) ~+1 (5.44) 

K n (Rtl 
2V2L L 

(5.45) 
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in the limit R ---+ 00. (For n = 2 with m, q =I- 0, the leading order coefficients change 

from the ones given here). R is defined geometrically as the area radius. To leading 

order in R, there is no effect from the mass m. As R ---+ 00, K = Kr r + 2Ke e is 

dominated by Kr r for all n. For n = 0, K vanishes identically, for ° < n < 2 it 

goes to zero as R ---+ 00, while for n = 2 it approaches a constant. 

5.2.7 Closed form coordinate transformations 

We give closed-form functions R(r) and F(R) which have the required asymptotic 

behaviour (5.31) and (5.38). For the radial stretch we choose 

( 
r2) 2(1":.n) 

R(r) = r 1 + r ( 
1 ) lin 

l= -- L 
1-n 

(5.46) 

for the generic case 0 < n < 1, and 

R(r) = Lsinh ~ (5.47) 

for n = 1. The range of r is ° :::; r < 00. For the compactification we choose 

( 
r2) l'~n 

R(r) = r 1- r ' ( 
2 ) lin 

l= -- L 
n-1 

(5.48) 

for 1 < n :::; 2. The range of r is now ° :::; r < l. 

The expression for F(R) can be assembled from the functions 

(5.49) 

for ° :::; n :::; 2 with n =I- 1 and 

(5.50) 

for the special value n = 1. They obey 

(5.51) 
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for all n including n = 1. In particular, 

I () L2 (-4) Go R, L = 1 - 2R2 + 0 R , (5.52) 

and the R-2 term in G~ has to be taken into account in the n = 2 slicing. It is 

straightforward to construct F(R) from these blocks. We only give an example 

here. For 0 < n < 2 with m = q = 0, we can use 

(5.53) 

Note that Lo and Ln can differ from each other and from L (the constant introduced 

in R(r)) as long as the corresponding amplitude is adjusted. For n 2:: 1 with m > 0 

and again for n = 2, additional terms have to be added. Similarly, to achieve a 

switchover from n to noo < n at a given large R we only need to add Gnoo with 

suitable amplitude and scale. 
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Chapter 6 

Scalar field evolutions on 

asymptotically null slices 

This chapter was published as part of a paper written in collaboration with G 

Calabrese and C Gundach [1]. The numerical results section has been expanded 

with new results. 

6.1 Method 

6.1.1 Grid and algorithm 

We solve the wave equation restricted to spherical symmetry on Minkowski and 

Schwarzschild spacetime. The problem has an overall scale-invariance, which we 

fix by evolving a Gaussian pulse of width rv 1. 

To investigate a problem that is roughly similar to the binary black hole problem 

discussed in the introduction, we use a lowest resolution of ~r = 0.1, which cor

responds to ~R c:= 0.1 in the central region, or rv 10 grid points over the width 

of the pulse. In a realistic simulation we need to maintain a fairly constant reso-
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lution in a finite inner region where the dynamics take place. We therefore choose 

L (or equivalently l) so that R'(r) ~ 2 at R = 10, which means that resolution 

at that radius is still half of that at the center. For n :s: 1 we choose rmax so that 

Rmax 2: 1000, and for n > 1 we go all the way to R = 00, with rmax = l. 

We solve the wave equation in the form presented in Sect. 6.2.1, using centered 

2nd-order or 4th-order accurate differences in space and and 4th-order Runge

Kutta integration in time, with a Courant factor of tlt/ tlr = 0.4. A regular origin 

is dealt with by imposing regularity, and taking appropriate limits in the right 

hand sides. For black hole excision we use extrapolation boundary conditions. 

6.1.2 Outer boundary treatment 

If the outer boundary is at finite physical radius, we impose maximally dissipative 

boundary conditions on cfJ and II. These boundary conditions give rise to a small 

continuum reflection at the outer boundary. The standard MDBC takes into ac

count only the local characteristic speeds. If the local outgoing characteristic speed 

is c, it tries to impose the form cfJ(r, t) = f(r - ct) on the solution. A better bound

ary condition would be to impose cfJ(r, t) = f(r - ct)/ R on the solution, by adding 

lower-order terms to the MDBG. This would still leave unphysical reflections for 

non-spherical waves, and any waves in curved spacetime. 

Independently of the continuum reflections, the finite differencing implementation 

of the boundary condition also gives rise to additional reflections which converge 

away with increasing resolution. These numerical reflections are much larger for 

all n > 0 slicings than with the flat n = 0 slicing. 

However, with n > 0 the outer boundary condition is "almost" an outflow bound

ary. With n > 0 we have therefore tried simply extrapolating all fields at the outer 

boundary as if it was an outflow boundary. This dramatically reduces spurious 

reflections. The resulting problem is ill-posed already in the continuum, but we 
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find that blow-up only occurs at very late times, not affecting our results. A small 

increase in the magnitude of the (radial) shift, leaving the other metric coeffi

cients unchanged, will turn the outer boundary into a genuine outflow boundary, 

although the background spacetime is then no longer Minkowski (see the Conclu

sions). We can then impose extrapolation boundary conditions in a way that is 

stable numerically. This also reduces spurious reflections. 

If, for n > I, the outer boundary is set at R = 00, we can impose the trivial exact 

boundary conditions cP = II = 0 there. For a 2nd-order accurate finite-differencing 

scheme, with a 3-point stencil, this is sufficient. In order to use a 4th-order accurate 

centered 5-point stencil, we have, in Minkowski spacetime, set the value of cP and 

II at the grid point N - 1 just inside the outer boundary point from the exact 

solution as well. (We can of course do this only if an exact solution is known, that 

is in flat spacetime in spherical symmetry). 

In the results presented here, we have used either MDBCs or exact BCs on Minkowski 

spacetime, but we have also stopped those evolutions at the time when the out

going wave reaches the outer boundary, so that the choice of outer BC has little 

effect on the result. By contrast, in the Schwarzschild tests we have evolved for 

much longer. There we have used MDBCs, extrapolation BCs (mathematically 

inconsistent) and outflow boundary conditions (with a modified shift, physically 

inconsistent) . 

6.1.3 Initial data, error and convergence 

The general exact solution of the spherical wave equation on Minkowski spacetime 

IS 

cP. = _ f (T + R) ~ f (T - R) . (6.1) 

We choose f(R) = e-R2
, which means that the wave packet we evolve has a width 

of rv 1. This fixes an arbitrary overall scale in the problem. We obtain initial data 

att = 0 from the exact solution, and evolve for t > 0 until the wave has left the 
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numerical grid. In our convention t = 0 is the slice that passes through T = R = 0, 

so that the exact solution is mainly outgoing for t > o. 

We measure the error e(r, t) == <Pnumerical-<Pexact for t > o. Results e(r, t) for different 

slicings cannot be compared directly. We could interpolate to obtain e(R, T), but 

instead we shall plot and compare e(r, t*) where the constant t* == t(R = R*, T = 

R*) is the value of t in a given slicing when the maximum of the Gaussian pulse is 

at physical radius R = R*. The absolute values of the errors can then be meaning

fully compared between slices. The plots also give us an idea of how the error is 

distributed over r. We shall use R* = 10,100,1000, and for the compactifications 

n > 1 also R* = 00. 

We check convergence by plotting e at resolution ,!"J,:r = 0.1 together with 4e (16e) 

at resolution 6.r = 0.05. With 2nd-order (4th-order) convergence the two plots 

should coincide at high enough resolution, and the plot allows us to see where and 

when this indicator of convergence breaks down. 

On Schwarzschild spacetime we do not have an exact solution, and so we use 

self-convergence at the three resolutions 6.r = 0.1, 0.05 and 0.025 to establish con

vergence and estimate the error. We obtain initial data using the same expression 

as for the exact solution on Minkowski spacetime, at a time when the wave pulse 

is just outside the black hole and mostly outgoing. As this expression is not an 

exact solution on Schwarzschild, we are not simulating the same solution of the 

wave equation for different values of n, but these solutions are roughly similar, in 

that they represent a mostly outgoing Gaussian wave of width 6.R ,....., 1. We set 

the black hole mass to m = 1, so that the Schwarzschi:ld radius and width of the 

outgoing pulse are similar. Their ratio should not matter since we are interested in 

the interaction of the outgoing pulse with the curvature at large radius, not with 

the black hole itself. 
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6.2 Spherical wave equation on Minkowski space

time 

We evolve an outgoing scalar field pulse on flat spacetime with different slicings 

with the aim of quantifying the error and establishing what fraction of grid points 

can be saved by using asymptotically null coordinate slices, and what effect they 

have on the error as the wave goes out to very large R. We present results for the 

slicing and compactification introduced above with n = ~, 1, ~,2. 

6.2.1 Wave equation and boundary conditions 

We write the massless wave equation 

in a 3 + 1 form similar to the ADM form of the Einstein equations by defining 

(6.2) 

where na is the future-pointing unit normal on the slices of constant t. With ta == 

(8/ 8t)a == ana + f3a this gives 

L(3¢ - all, 

L(311 - aDaDa¢ - aab Db¢ + aKll. 

(6.3) 

(6.4) 

Here Da is the covariant derivative associated with the three-metric 'Yab on each 

slice, andab = Db In a is the acceleration of the na observers. 

At the outer boundary we impose maximally dissipative boundary conditions cor

responding to no incoming radiation [4], 

(6.5) 
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where m a is the outward-pointing unit vector normal to the boundary within each 

constant t slice. Following [40], we discretise this to 2nd-order accuracy as 

TIN - ifDocPN 

h3 D~TIN+I 

0, 

0, 

(6.6) 

(6.7) 

where N is the grid point at r = rmax and N + 1 is a ghost point. For 4-th order 

accuracy we use 

TIN - ifD(I)cPN 0 

h5 D!cPN+2 0 

h4D!TIN+I 0 

h4D!TIN+2 0 

where D(l) is defined by 

DIl);: DO(l- ~2 D+D~). 

(6.8) 

(6.9) 

(6.10) 

(6.11) 

(6.12) 

At the black hole-excision boundary, or where the outer boundary is null or space-

like, no boundary conditions are required for the continuum equations. As numer

ical boundary conditions we then use extrapolation for all ghost points including 

cPN+I, that is 

(6.13) 

in the 4-th order accurate case, and D! in the 2nd-order accurate case. 

Our artificial dissipation operators are _(J"h3(D+D_)2 at 2nd-order accuracy and 

(J"h5(D+D_)3 at 4-th order. We use extrapolation to populate the additional ghost 

points required at boundaries. 

6.2.2 Numerical boundary reflections 

2nd-order accurate code With MDBC's (Sect. 6.2.1) high-frequency reflec

tions occur as the wave profile leaves the grid, and these break pointwise conver

gence near the boundary as soon as the outgoing pulse has reached the boundary. 
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6.2 Spherical wave equation on Minkowski spacetime 

Since the incoming coordinate speeds are close to zero near the boundary these 

reflections propagate over the grid very slowly. For n ::; 1 and using artificial dis

sipation, convergence in L2 is maintained even when pointwise convergence is lost 

near the boundary. For n > 1 on the other hand, the error near the boundary can 

become very large. As we have mentioned already, the spurious reflections converge 

away with resolution, leaving a continuum reflection. 

For n > 1 slicing, we can take the outer boundary to yr+. Although this is an 

outflow boundary, we cannot implement outflow boundary conditions because the 

coefficients of the wave equation become singular at the boundary point. However, 

we can impose ¢ = II = 0 at yr, and for the 2nd-order accurate code no further 

boundary treatment is required. This approach does not solve the problem with 

reflections but does prevent the extreme growth of error we see at low resolution 

with MDBC. In this case artificial dissipation prevents reflections on 1 < n ,:S 1.3 

and n = 2 slices. It is unclear why it does not help for other values of n. 

4th-order accurate code Using MDBCs at finite R with a 4th-order accurate 

code, we also lose convergence after the outgoing wave reaches the boundary. 

When taking n > 1 slices to yr, we have tried three ways of dealing with the grid 

point just inside the boundary, where we cannot use a standard 4th-order stencil. 

In flat spacetime, we can impose the exact solution at that point (but in general, 

there is no exact solution). Alternatively, we can use a 2nd-order accurate centered 

stencil at that point. Finally, we can use an off-center 2nd-order accurate stencil. 

With all three methods, convergence is lost soon after the outgoing wave reaches 

the boundary, even with numerical dissipation. 

6.2.3 Accuracy results 

In the following we shall avoid the problem of numerical reflection at the outer 

boundary by considering results only up to the point where the outgoing wave 
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rescaled error plot for flat slice at t = 10.0 
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Figure 6.1: The error in ¢ for flat slicing at R* = 10. e(t,r*) at t::..r 0.1 and 4e(r, t*) at 

t::..r = 0.05 are both plotted, but are indistinguishable here. 

rescaled error plot for flat slice at t = 100.0 
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Figure 6.2: Error in ¢ for flat slicing at R* = 100. 
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rescaled error pial for flal slice al I = 1000.0 
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Figure 6.3: Error in ifJ for flat slicing at R* 

rescaled error pial for n=0.5 
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Figure 6.4: Error in ifJ with n = ~ and L = 2.0. The three coordinate times correspond to 

R* = 10,100,1000 here and in the following plots. 
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rescaled error plOI for n;I.0 
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Figure 6.5: Error in ¢ with n = 1 and L = 5.77. 
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Figure 6.6: Error in ¢ with n = ~ and L = 8.9 .. 
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rescaled error plol for n=2.0 
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Figure 6_7: Error in ¢ with n = 2 and L = 11.8. The final coordinate time corresponds to 

R* = 00, at which the solution is still 2nd order accurate and remains so until late times, when 

error induced at the boundary directly after R* = 00 propagates to the central region. 
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Figure 6.8: Rescaled error plot in ¢ with n = ! and L = 8.9 at R* = 00. 
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reaches the outer boundary. Then solutions for all n are 2nd or 4th order accurate 

for appropriate schemes. Therefore the slicings should be judged by the relative 

number of grid points required to get out to a large physical radius and the size 

of relative or exact error induced on the slice. These results are summarized in 

Table 6.1. The results for the n ::::; 1 slices have been obtained with MDBCs at 

R 2: 1000, and the results for the n > 1 slices have been obtained by imposing 

cP = II = 0 at § and, in 4th-order accuracy, the exact solution at the grid point 

just inside the boundary. We plot e(r, t*) for the 2nd order accurate schemes, and 

tabulate the L2 norm of e(r, t*) for both 2nd and 4th order accurate schemes. 

On n = 0 slices, the error becomes large enough for the rescaled errors no longer 

to coincide. This appears to be due mostly to phase error (Figs. 6.1-6.3). 4th-order 

accurate runs do not suffer severely from this problem, but by R* = 1000 it is 

apparent. 

For the n = ~ slicing with 2nd order accuracy the phase velocity problem we saw 

for the flat slice is beginning to appear as the wave reaches R* = 1000 (Fig. 6.4) 

but it is not nearly as prominent as with n = 0, and with 4th-order accuracy is 

not apparent. 

In terms of grid points compactified (n > 1) slices clearly have a major advantage, 

whilst higher values of n ::::; 1 are to be preferred. For large Rmax the fraction of grid 

points required compared to a flat slice with the same resolution near the origin 

is approximately 1/(1 - n)(Rmax/ L t n for n < 1 and L/ Rmax In(Rmax) for n = 1. 

For n = 1 slices, adding a fixed number of grid points to the end of the original 

domain extends the physical radius R by a fixed factor without losing accuracy in 

the original domain. 

When it comes to considering relative error we see a different picture. Because of 

the R-1 dependence in the exact solution, for a constant relative error over the 

run we would like to see a factor of 10 in the sizes of error between R* = 10, 

and R* = 100 plots, and another factor of 10 between those for R* = 100 and 
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R* = 1000. Considering Figs. 6.4, 6.5, 6.6 and 6.7, we observe that although the 

absolute error on each of the slices decreases as the pulse travels outwards, the 

relative error increases. However, the ratio of the errors at R* = 1000 and R* = 10 

is smallest for n = 1, indicating that for this slicing the error increases least rapidly 

as the wave goes out. 

To summarize, on flat slices phase error builds up over the large t interval the 

wave takes to reach the outer boundary whereas evolutions on asymptotically null 

slices typically do not have this problem. It is not clear which value of n > 0 one 

should use, and it may not matter very much for this type of situation. All values 

n > 0 allow us to use many fewer grid points to obtain a given accuracy in a typical 

setting than n = 0 requires. On n = 1 slices the relative error increases most slowly 

with R as the wave goes out, but higher values of n have the advantage that they 

require even fewer grid points. 

Slice Grid points Grid points time steps time steps e 2nd e 2nd R ... e 2nd R .. e 4th e 4th R ... 

Rmax = 1000 Rmax = J+ R. = 1000 R. = 00 R. = 10 = 100 = 1000 R. = 10 = 100 

n= 0 10000 00 25000 00 1.8xlO- 3 1.7xlO- 3 5.0x10-4 2.0xlO- 5 1.9xlO- G 

n= 1 
1.5xlO-3 7.5xlO- 4 2.5xlO- 4 1.7xlO- 5 1.2xlO-[i 2" 893 00 2300 00 

n= 1 338 00 1000 00 2.3xlO-3 8.0xlO-4 1.5xlO- 4 3.2xlO- 5 1.3xlO- 5 

n= 3 
2 

207 224 624 667 2.5xlO-3 1.1xlO- 3 2.5xlO- 4 2.3xlO-5 2.4x10- 5 

n= 2 165 167 390 418 1.5xlO- 3 6.0xlO- 4 5.0xlO-4 1.8x10-5 l.OxlO-[i 

Table 6.1: Computational costs and errors for different slicings. 
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6.3 Spherical wave equation on Schwarzschild space

time 

Fields in a curved asymptotically flat spacetime generically decay with power law 

tails because of backscatter [38]. In order to see how well our coordinates can cope 

with such small physical effects at large physical radii, we evolve the spherical 

wave equation on the Schwarzschild background with horizon penetrating asymp

totically null slices as described in Sect. 5.2.5. A priori it is not clear if tails will 

be represented correctly or not: on the one hand they are caused by backscattered 

ingoing waves, on the other hand their frequency in advanced time V is low. We set 

m = 1, that is, the wavelength ofthe wave we evolve is similar to the Schwarzschild 

radius. 

6.3.1 Algorithm 

The numerical algorithm is the same as for our Minkowski experiments, except for 

the boundaries. The regular origin is replaced by an outflow (excision) boundary 

inside the black hole. We do not see large errors or any sign of instability associated 

with the excision boundary. On all slices we place the outer boundary at Rmax 2: 
1000m, which has been turned into an outflow boundary by slightly increasing the 

magnitude of the shift near the boundary. We also use outflow boundary conditions 

without adjusting the shift, and MDBCs. We plot results obtained with MDBCs, 

and tabulate results with all three BCs. 

6.3.2 Tail results 

Pointwise convergence properties on Kerr-Schild asymptotically null slices are com

parable to Minkowski space, and the values for computational costs are similar to 

those given in Table 6.1. Therefore we concentrate on power law tails. To check 
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for tails, we plot ¢(t) for "observers" at R = 10m and R = 500m, on Kerr-Schild 

asymptotically null slices, using the 4th-order accurate scheme, and the artificial 

dissipation parameter (]" = 0.007. 

Figs. 6.9-6.16 show that we see power-law tails clearly until they are affected by 

numerical error from the boundary. From a continuum point of view, we expect an 

inconsistent or physically wrong boundary condition to contaminate the solution 

for a given observer at the earliest when the observer leaves the domain of depen

dence of the initial data (td ), and at the latest when the outgoing wave has reached 

the boundary and the unphysical continuum reflection has reached the observer 

(tr ). With a given finite differencing scheme, the contamination can arrive much 

sooner as numerical error can propagate faster than light. Given that the power-law 

tail decreases rapidly with time, the time at which it is dominated by numerical 

error from the boundary depends on the amplitude of that error, and this in turn 

depends on the resolution, the boundary and interior finite differencing scheme, 

and in particular artificial dissipation. In practice, however, little time is gained 

by increasing resolution, and so the results below which use typical resolutions are 

significant. 

We define tl, the time when the power-law tail is lost (for a given finite differenc

ing scheme and resolution), as the time when the fields differ from the expected 

power-law tail by 5%. Table 6.2 shows the three times td, tr and tl for different 

slicings, the two observer positions, and different outer boundary treatments. Note 

that on flat slices tr ':::'. 2td, that is the time for the wave to go out to the boundary 

is approximately the same it takes to come back to the observer, but on asymp

totically null slices tr 2: td, as the wave takes only a short coordinate time to go 

out. 

We find that tails are observed for the longest time on n = 0 slices: they are clearly 

visible until the time tr when the continuum reflection from the outer boundary 

has come back to the observer (see the Table). Our main result is that the use of 
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Figure 6.9: Log-log plots of ¢(t) and I1(t) at R = 10 on Schwarzschild spacetime with m = 1, 

using standard Kerr-Schild slices (that is n = 0). The straight lines are t-3 and r4, the expected 

power-law fall-off for the tails in ¢ and 7r, with an overall constant fixed to match the numerical 

data. The power-law tails are clearly visible at late times, after the outgoing wave has passed the 

observer. They are overwhelmed by spurious continuum reflections from the boundary. 

asymptotically null slices alone does not suppress power-law tails. Rather, the tails 

are resolved until continuum reflections from the boundary reach the observer and 

become larger than the physical tail field. 

For n = 1/2 slices the results are almost as good, in particular when we take into 

account that for an R = 500 observer T ::::::: t + 500 for n > 0 because the slice 

curves up. With n = 1/2, the tails are observed until they are overwhelmed by 

numerical reflections from the boundary, which travel faster than light. The n = 1 

and n = 3/2 show tails at R = 10 for much shorter times because the spurious 

numerical reflection travels faster, and no tails are seen at R = 500. From our small 

sample, n = 1/2 seems to be the best compromise between minimizing phase error 

in the outgoing wave and resolving tails. 
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6.3 Spherical wave equation on Schwarzschild spacetime 
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Figure 6.10: As in the previous plot, but at R = 500. 
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Figure 6.11: As in the previous plots, but with n = 1/2 slices, at R = 10. Here, and in all 

following ,n > 0 plots, the tails are overwhelmed by spurious numerical reflections from the 

boundary which propagate in faster than light. 
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6.3 Spherical wave equation on Schwarzschild spacetime 
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Figure 6.12: As in the previous plots, but with n = 1/2 slices, at R = 500. 
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Figure 6.13: As in the previous plots, but with n = 1 slices, at R = 10. 
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Figure 6.14: As in the previous plots, but with n = 1 slices, at R = 500. 
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Figure 6.15: As in the previous plots, but with n = 3/2 slices, at R = 10. 
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6.3 Spherical wave equation on Schwarzschild spacetime 

Slice Observer td tr MDBC Extrap. BC Outflow BC 

R tz tz tz 

n=O 10 1000 2020 2020 - -

500 511 1530 1530 - -

n=.! 
2 10 1940 2017 1340 1850 1700 

500 999 1080 626 1090 889 

n=l 10 1990 2020 459 1960 561 

500 1020 1050 * 513 181 

n=~ 
2 10 2000 2030 180 925 221 

500 1030 1050 * 181 * 
Table 6.2: td (time when the observer leaves the domain of dependence), tr (time when the 

reflection of the outgoing wave from the boundary reaches the observer) and tl (time when the 

tails are lost) for different slicings and two observer locations. Note that T = t + const for these 

observers at fixed R, where the constant depends on R and the slicing. "-" means this BC was 

not implemented. "*,, means with this BC tails were not seen. The figures in boldface correspond 

to the figures. 
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Figure 6.16: As in the previous plots, but with n = 3/2 slices, at R = 500. 

6.4 Conclusions 

The use of asymptotically null slices in numerical relativity is not a new idea. It is 

already well-established as an essential ingredient of the conformal field equations 

approach. The essential motivation for using either the conformal field equations 

or null coordinates is their ability to simulate an asymptotically spacetime out 

to future null infinity on a finite numerical grid. However, this can be done with 

any accuracy only if ingoing radiation (including backscattered waves) can be 

progressively neglected at large radius. 

Conversely, in any physical situation where these approaches do work accurately, 

one should be able to simulate the spacetime almost up to future null infinity by 

using asymptotically null slices without going to the trouble of regularizing the 

field equations at infinity itself [35, 39] (this idea has probably been discovered 

independently more than once, but we are not aware of other publications). 

The main advantage of our approach compared with Cauchy-characteristic match-
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6.4 Conclusions 

ing or the conformal field equations is its relative simplicity: in principle only the 

initial data and the gauge conditions need to be modified, not the evolution code 

or its boundary conditions. The main disadvantage is that boundary conditions 

are still required in principle. One may however be able to work on the domain of 

dependence and use outflow boundary conditions. 

Restricting to the spherical wave equation on Minkowski and Schwarzschild, we 

have re-examined these ideas carefully. From the requirements that the outgoing 

coordinate speed of light should neither go to zero (the code becomes inefficient 

and too dissipative) nor to infinity (explicit schemes become unstable, and implicit 

schemes are likely to produce large errors), we have established a quantitative 

relationship between the rate at which the slices become null at large radius and 

the rate at which the radial coordinate is compactified. 

This rate can be parametrized by a parameter n, where on the one hand, the 

physical radius (area radius) R and coordinate radius r are asymptotically related 

by r rv R1-
n

, and on the other hand the Lorentz factor of the slices asymptotically 

diverges as r rv Rn/2 and the extrinsic curvature of the slices scales as K rv Rn/2-1. 

The CFL condition in the tangential direction gives n ::; 2. 

The value n = 0 corresponds to the standard slices, while n = 2 corresponds 

to the hyperboloidal slices which have traditionally been used both in drawing 

the standard conformal diagram of Minkowski or Schwarzschild spacetime, and in 

numerical evolutions in null coordinates or using the conformal field equations. 

As our first new result, we have shown that milder compactifications with 0 < 

n < 2 are also possible. We find two different regimes: For 0 < n ::; 1 the range 

of the coordinate r is infinite (we prefer to speak of stretching rather than of 

compactification) and surprisingly the slices end at spacelike infinity. For 1 < n ::; 2 

the range of r is finite and the slices intersect future null infinity as expected. To 

our knowledge, only the case n = 2 has been considered before. 

Our numerical simulations of the spherical wave equation on Minkowski and Schwarzschild 
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6.4 Conclusions 

spacetimes have confirmed our expectations based on the asymptotic analysis. For 

a given (very large) radius of the outer boundary and a given required accuracy 

as the outgoing wave reaches that boundary, simulations in our n > 0 coordinates 

require dramatically fewer grid points and fewer time steps. 

To compare two extreme examples, in order to evolve an outgoing wave with wave

length!:::.R rv lout to R = 10000 with a relative error of 20% (mostly phase error), 

10000 gridpoints and 25000 time steps are required in standard coordinates using 

4th-order finite differencing, while only 165 grid points and 390 times steps with 

our n = 2 coordinates give a relative error of only 4%. (The saving in time steps 

is significant only in this somewhat artificial situation where the spacetime region 

of interest is a thickened light cone. The saving in grid points, however, would be 

significant in any simulation.) 

Another important result was not necessarily expected: although n > 0 coordi

nates do not represent ingoing waves, for example backscattered waves, accurately, 

power-law tails of waves on Schwarzschild are correctly represented. This may be 

because they are effectively low frequency. We note, however, that lower values 

of n represent the tails correctly for longer time because numerical error from 

the boundary propagates in less rapidly. This suggests that in applications to nu

merical relativity all values of n > 0, not just n = 2, should be considered. The 

computational cost is similar. To return to the example above, the numerical cost 

with n = 1 is 338 grid points and 1000 time steps for an error 2%. 

A second unexpected result of the numerical experiments is that simulations are 

numerically much more accurate if outflow boundary conditions rather than max

imally dissipative boundary conditions can be imposed. Here, we have made this 

possible by slightly increasing the shift near the boundary, which means that the 

resulting spacetime no longer obeys the vacuum Einstein equations. A more physi

cally consistent approach in full GR would be adding a small cosmological constant 

to the Einstein equations [61], and placing the outer boundary just outside the re-
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6.4 Conclusions 

suIting de Sitter cosmological horizon. Alternatively, one could modify the slicing 

and/ or the spatial coordinates so that the outer boundary becomes truly spacelike 

or null, at the price that the coordinates are no longer compatible with the Killing 

vector fJ / fJT. 

) . 
\~ : i 
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Chapter 7 

Pure gauge evolutions on 

asymptotically null slices 

The work that follows is that of the author, except for parts of Sect. 7.1.1, which 

were written by C Gundlach. 

In this Chapter the pure gauge evolution system is introduced and the hyperbolicity 

of several gauges in spherical symmetry are analyzed. Finally asymptotically null 

coordinates are evolved numerically. 

7.1 The pure gauge system 

7.1.1 Equations 

Naive numerical evolutions of asymptotically null initial data with the full Einstein 

equations suffer from large errors; the code crashes. The aim of the work in this 

chapter is to discover why. It is difficult to study the behavior of different gauge 

conditions when evolving the full Einstein equations. The presence of constraints 

makes it hard to discern which effects are caused purely by gauge and which 
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7.1 The pure gauge system 

are caused by constraint violation. One way around this is to evolve coordinates 

(t, Xi) on a spacetime given in coordinates XJ.L with metric gJ.LV according to gauge 

conditions of interest. In terms of the lapse and shift, 

(7.1) 

where nJ.L are the XJ.L components of the unit normal to the t-slices. The 3-metric 

is given by 

(7.2) 

and 'Yij = £j3'"Yij - 2aKij gives 

(7.3) 

where the unit normal nJ.L is given, up to normalization, by 

(7.4) 

In spherical symmetry na is defined by (8/ 8r )ana = 0, and in preferred coordinates 

(T,R) 
R' T' 

nT = --- nR = --. (7.5) yF;;; , yF;;; 

The full evolution equations for Rand T in this context are (with the background 

coordinate R the areal radius) 

(7.6) 

(7.7) 

7.1.2 Hyperbolicity of the pure gauge system 

The spherical gauge evolution system is not quasilinear, because the equations for 

Rand T are nonlinear in R' and T'. Hence in order to analyze the hyperbolicity 

of the system one must explicitly linearize and apply weights to equations and 
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7.1 The pure gauge system 

variables (see Chap. 2). The principal part of the evolution of the coordinates is 

then 

(fl+ ~(gTR+nV) )81' 

+ ~ (9RR - (nT)2) 8R! + nT 8ex + T'8fl, 

~(9TT + (nR)2)8T' 

+(fl+ ~(gTR+nV))8R' 
+nR 8a + T'8(3. 

For BMn (4.89) slicing with ft shift driver (4.95), this is completed by 

2 

8~ ':::::' a /-LL (nR8T" + nT8R") + (38a', 
'Y 

8/3 ':::::' - a
2

(2 ~/:)/-LS (nR 8T" + nT 8R"). 
'Y 

The system is diagonalizable with real characteristic speeds dr / dt 

and so is strongly hyperbolic. 

(7.8) 

(7.9) 

(7.10) 

(7.11) 

(7.12) 

(7.13) 

The principal part of BMn with the fn shift driver (4.94) is the same except that 

8/3 = ... + (38(3'. This system is also strongly hyperbolic with characteristic speeds 

-(3 ± ffLa 
y"Y' 

-(3 ± ffsjFP a. 

For BMn with area locking shift (4.88) the principal part becomes 

(38T' - ~8a, 
nT 

2 
_ a /-LLnT 8T" + (38a'. 

'Y 

100 
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7.2 Evolutions on asymptotically null slices 

In this case the system is also strongly hyperbolic and has characteristic speeds 

(7.12). 

The BMt slicing condition (4.90) gives rise to strongly hyperbolic pure gauge sys

tems with speeds 

HiJ ± (32 + 41'~"2). (7.18) 

with either area locking shift, ft shift driver [adds speeds (7.13)] or fn shift driver 

[adds speeds (7.15)]. 

A simple analysis of BMg (4.91) as a pure gauge system on Minkowski spacetime 

shows that it is well-posed with a fixed shift (see also [41]), but is ill-posed with 

the fn or ft drivers. It is not considered further. 

The preceding analysis shows that BMt slicing in combination with any shift con

dition always has both positive and negative gauge coordinate speeds. This means 

that on any excision surface of constant radial coordinate r there will always be 

a gauge mode traveling towards increasing r, and so excision is not possible with 

this slicing condition unless a boundary condition is imposed on the gauge at the 

excision boundary. A similar result holds for the ft-driver shift condition. We will 

mainly use either an algebraic Killing shift (area freezing shift) or the fn driver 

shift. 

Constructing boundary conditions for a system which is not quasilinear is a difficult 

task which will not be discussed here. Numerically the fields have simply been 

frozen at the outer boundary. 

7.2 Evolutions on asymptotically null slices 

The aim of this section is to find gauge conditions which in the absence of the 

constraints freeze at a desired solution, in particular on asymptotically null slices. 
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7.2 Evolutions on asymptotically null slices 

As discussed in Chap. 4, a family of live gauge conditions 

(7.19) 

(7.20) 

which include the 1+10g lapse (/-lL = 2/a) condition and the so-called gamma

driver shift condition (/-ls = II a 2) have become standard for astrophysical simula

tions in numerical relativity. These conditions have proven capable of dealing with 

highly complicated physical scenarios. 

These conditions must be modified for use with asymptotically null slices, which 

clearly will not freeze the gauge condition (7.19,7.20). It is desirable to find well

behaved gauge conditions which freeze at a desired solution without introducing 

artificial source terms, but in practice this is a very difficult task. Instead the 

approach here is to modify (7.19,7.20) so that they freeze appropriately. The ad

vantage of this approach is that the modified gauge condition should inherit many 

of the desirable properties of the original condition. In particular, if source terms 

are picked so that the principal part is unaltered, the new system will inherit 

known well-posedness properties [17] from the unaltered system. With these con

siderations in mind, the gauge condition 

-2a(K - Ko) + j3j(a,j - (ao),j) 

(t - f~) + j3j(j3~j - (j3o)~j) - rJ(j3i - j3~) 

(7.21) 

(7.22) 

is examined. As stated above we are not concerned with the outer boundary. In

stead the focus is on the broad behavior of the gauge condition: does the slice kink 

or suffer from any undesirable growth? 

The results of Chap. 6 suggest focusing on the case n = 1, so that initially (5.50, 

5.47) 

F(R) 

R(r) 

L (R2) (R2) v' £2 + R2 - L - "2 In 1 + L2 + 2M In 1 + L2 ' 
. r 

Lsmh L' 
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7.2 Evolutions on asymptotically null slices 
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Figure 7, 1: The Minkowski spacetime asymptotically null initial data (appropriately rescaled), 

"Irr is not an evolved variable but a derived quantity, The evolved T field is not shown, 

in the Schwarzschild spacetime with Kerr-Schild slices near the blackhole, Flat 

space is t he special case M = 0, 

Minkowski spacetime It is easily verified numerically that without source 

terms, evolving asymptotically null slices under the "1 +log" gauge induces large 

numerical error and code crashes, Fig, 7,2 demonstrates that in the Minkowski 

spacetime with asymptotically null initial data, the modified lapse condition com

bined with area locking shift (4,88) is well-behaved, despite the slowly growing 

feature at the outer boundary, The fo llowing diagram (Fig, 7,3) shows similar 

behavior with the evolved shift condition (7,22), These simulations were carried 

out with a spatial resolution h = 0,1, second order differences in space, and an 

n = 1 slice (5,31,5,32) with an outer boundary at Rmax. c::= 25000, Convergence tests 

demonstrate second order pointwise accuracy away from the outer boundary, The 

snapshots are made at t = 1000 before the outer boundary causes the evolution to 

faiL 
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7.2 Evolutions on asymptotically null slices 

time = 1000.00000 
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Figure 7.2: A snapshot of the evolution of asymptotically null coordinates on Minkowski space

time at t = 1000. The evolution was made using the gauge condition (7 .21) for the lapse and t he 

area locking shift condition (4.88) for the shift. The feature at the outer boundary is caused by 

the numerical outer boundary conditions in which the evolved variables are overwritten by data 

from the exact solution. Eventually the feature grows la rge enough to prevent further evolut ion. 
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7.2 Evolutions on asymptotically null slices 

time; 1000.00000 
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Figure 7.3: A snapshot as in Fig. 7.2 but now with the gauge conditions (7.21, 7.22). Again 

the feature at t he outer boundary is caused by the outer boundary condit ions. 

Schwarzschild spacetime To evolve asymptot ically null slices on t he Schwarzschild 

background, coordinates are t aken which go to the Kerr-Schild system near the 

blackhole. Again the simulation was carried out with a spatial resolut ion h = 0.1 , 

second order differences in space, and an n = 1 slice with an outer boundary 

at Rmax ~ 25000M . The blackhole boundary is excised at R = l.4N!. All fields 

are extrapolated to third order. Convergence tests again demonstrate second or

der pointwise accuracy away from t he outer boundary. Figs. 7.4-7.6 Demonstrate 

similar behavior to the evolutions in flat space. Again the numerical outer bound

ary condition creates a slowly growing feature. The black hole excision boundary 

causes no numerical problems. 

Summary The numerical evolutions presented in t his chapter demonstrate that 

the modified BMn and fn-driver condit ions (7.21 ,7.22) can be used to evolve asymp

totically null initial coordinates on a fixed background. 
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Figure 7.4: The Kerr-Schild asymptotically null slice (rescaled as in fig 7.1). 
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Figure 7.5: A snapshot of the evolution of the data shown in Fig. 7.4 at t = 1000 with (4.88,7.21). 
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7.2 Evolutions on asymptotically null slices 
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Figure 7.6: As in Fig. 7.5 with (7.21,7.22). 
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Chapter 8 

Einstein equations on 

asymptotically null slices 

The key ingredients for successful evolution of asymptotically null initial data are 

boundary conditions, constraint damping and gauge conditions. To some extent 

gauge conditions were tackled in the Chapter 7. In this chapter asymptotically 

null slices are briefly reviewed. Boundary conditions are described, followed by a 

consideration of constraint damping. Successful evolutions of asymptotically null 

initial data in full (spherical) GR are then presented and the chapter concludes. 

8.1 Asymptotically null initial data 

For astrophysical simulations in numerical relativity to be considered reliable the 

largest possible portion of spacetime ought to be evolved. For one thing, extracted 

wave-forms are more reliable if they are extracted far from the strong field region. 

In addition spurious radiation caused by imperfect boundary conditions will not 

swamp outgoing gravitational waves or affect physics occurring in the central region 

if the boundaries are far out. The problem here is one of economy: there is a trade 

off between resolution in the dynamically active region and how far out the outer 
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8.1 Asymptotically null initial data 

boundary can be pushed. There are several approaches to the problem, which may 

be split into two categories, the continuum [8] and the numerical. These categories 

can be considered complementary since many of the numerical approaches (for 

example mesh refinement) may be used with a given continuum system. 

In Chap. 5 asymptotically null slices were constructed in the Minkowski and 

Reissner-Nordstrom spacetimes in spherical coordinates by applying the change 

of coordinates (5.3,5.4) 

t 

R 

T - F(R), 

R(r). 

(8.1) 

(8.2) 

That analysis is trivially extended to spherically symmetric asymptotically flat 

spacetimes by applying the same change of coordinates to a line element 

(8.3) 

where dD,2 = de2 + sin2 e dcp2, adapted to asymtotic flatness so that at large area 

radius 9TT -+ 1, 9TR -+ 0 and 9RR -+ 1. The metric is then rewritten in the 

standard way as 

(8.4) 

The ingoing and outgoing coordinate light speeds C±, c± of the coordinate systems 

T, Rand t, r are related by (5.14), 

(8.5) 

F(R) and R(r) can be chosen so that R' '::::: (R/L)n and c+(oo) = 1 where 

o ~ n ~ 2. For 0 ~ n ~ 1 the slices F(R) of constant t terminate at space

like infinity io and for 1 < n ~ 2 they terminate at future null infinity f. The 

parameter n determines how quickly the slices become null. At the extremes, n = 0 

makes the slices asymptotically Minkowskian and n = 2 corresponds to the hyper

boloidal slices considered commonly in relation to the conformal field equations 
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8.2 Boundary conditions 

[8]. Asymptotically null slices can be constructed in any asymptotically flat space

time (because near infinity the spacetime has the same causal structure as that 

given by the spherical line element (8.3)). In general (for spacetimes with matter 

or without symmetry) it will be necessary to solve the Hamiltonian and momen

tum constraints numerically such that the following requirements are satisfied. For 

O<n<l 

K()() f"V r(n/2+l)/(1-n) , 

I()() f"V r2/(1-n) 

K "..(3n/2-1)/(1-n) 
rr ~ I , 

K f"V r(n/2-1)/(1-n). 

(8.6) 

(8.7) 

(8.8) 

For n > 1 the radial coordinate compactifies the spacetime so that f occurs at 

finite r = l. The asymptotic growth of the 3 + 1 va:t:iables is the same as that with 

n < 1, but with r in (8.6-8.8) replaced with r - l. Finally with n = 1 

4 2 f"V eT a -ITT f"V , 

K e3T/2 
()() f"V , 

2r 
I()() f"V e (8.9) 

(8.10) 

(8.11) 

In Chap. 6 it was found that n = 1 induces the smallest errors at a fixed resolution 

when evolving the wave equation on a fixed background. Henceforth we focus 

exclusively on the n = 1 case. 

8.2 Boundary conditions 

Part of the motivation for modifying the BMn l+log gauge by adding source terms 

like (7.21, 7.22) was that it left the principal part of the system unchanged. This 

allows the construction of similar boundary conditions on both flat and asymp

totically null slices, which ought to work equally well for the original l+log gauge 

and therefore have a broad application. 
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8.2 Boundary conditions 

The prescriptions we describe here are all based on those of [40] and therefore 

related to those of [42]. 

8.2.1 Construction method 

In the following sections two types of boundary conditions are constructed, maxi

mally dissipative (Sect. 8.2.2) and constraint preserving (Sect. 8.2.3). In this section 

the basic construction method is outlined. 

Construct characteristic variables Characteristic variables can be constructed 

for strongly hyperbolic systems according to the method given in Chap. 2. The 

subtletly here is deciding which system to build characteristic variables for. For 

example it may be desirable to construct maximally dissipative boundary condi

tions on the constraint subsystem of a set of equations. To do this the constraint 

subsystem is extracted and analyzed in addition to the full system. The princi

pal part is thus rewritten as a set of uncoupled advection equations. At a spatial 

boundary each advection equation will transport data into or out of the domain 

of the solution. 

Construct continuum boundary conditions A boundary condition is re

quired for each incoming mode; incoming data must be specified. The speeds of 

incoming modes for the constraint system will coincide with a subset of those 

for the full system. To impose boundary conditions on the constraint system the 

boundary condition from the full system is replaced with that from the constraint 

system. In the case of the Einstein equations this is roughly the same as replacing 

an advection equation with its derivative in space. Some assumption must be made 

about the characteristic speeds throughout an evolution at the boundary. For ex

ample at the outer boundary, one may expect the gravitational fields to remain 

weak, so it makes sense to construct boundary conditions assuming. that certain 
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8.2 Boundary conditions 

modes will be ingoing, outgoing or have zero speed. 

Rewrite boundary conditions The basic principle of the numerical recipe 

is that where possible the continuum boundary conditions ought to be specified 

through spatial derivatives of evolved variables. Other fields should be extrapolated 

to an appropriate order. To do this one starts by taking the continuum boundary 

conditions for the system, a set of equations which state that certain characteristic 

variables take specific values at the boundary. The characteristic variables are built 

from some primitive variables, and the first spatial derivative of others (the second 

spatial derivative in the constraint preserving case). If the number of boundary 

conditions is the same as the number primitive variables that appear differentiated 

in space, the set of equations can simply be solved for those quantities. Otherwise 

(as is often the case) certain variables must be chosen and solved for, either on the 

basis of mathematical elegance or by trial and error. Another frequently occuring 

problem is that one of the characteristic variables may have a small speed, liable 

to change sign over the course of an evolution. These slow-speed characteristic 

variables are treated individually; the boundary condition is solved for one of the 

undifferentiated primitive variables in the characteristic variable. 

Construct numerical boundary conditions Where the boundary conditions 

require primitive variables be given, those fields are overwritten. Otherwise the 

boundary condition specifies a spatial derivative of an evolved variable at the 

boundary. The numerical prescription is to have enough ghost zones for the stan

dard finite differencing stencil and populate them with data so that the boundary 

condition is satisfied. Other ghostzones are populated by extrapolating fields to an 

appropriate order. 

The following examples should make the recipe clear. 
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8.2 Boundary conditions 

8.2.2 Maximally dissipative boundary conditions 

Spherical NOR 

The principal part ofthe spherical NOR system with the gauge condition (7.19,7.20) 

with or without sources with a = b = 1 and c = d = 0, 

{3 0 -2a 0 0 0 2"irr 
, 

"irr 

0 (3 0 -2a 0 0 0 "i~ 
a(p-2) a(p-l) {3 0 a -1 0 Krr 2'Yrr 'YT 

0 -~ 0 (3 0 0 0 KT 2'Yrr 

0 0 a(p-2) 2a(p-2) {3 0 2-p fr 'Yrr 'YT 

0 0 _ a2 /-LL _ 2a2 /-LL 
'Yrr 'YT 

0 {3 0 a' 

0 0 0 0 a2/-LS 0 {3 {3' 
'Yrr 

which has characteristic variables Ui (i = 1, ... , 7) 

f p-2, p-2" + 2'Yrr "irr + -:y;;:-"iT, 

'Y' 
KT±~2=' y'Yrr 

-af - a(p-2)",' - a(p-2)",' + a' ± a ~(&x. + 2&) 
2'Yrr Irr 'YT IT V Irrl-"L 'Yrr 'YT' 

{3' + a/-Ls (p-2) (Krr + 2 KT ) 
/-LL+/-Ls(p-2) 'Yrr 'YT 

± VJ.Ls(2-p)a (J.LL+(J.LS-l)(2- P)j + 2-p"" + ~"" -log(a)') 
(J.LL+J.LS(p-2»~ 2-p r 2'Yrr Irr 'YT IT 

with respective characteristic speeds 

-(3, 

-{3 ± _a_ 
~' 

-{3 ± a fiii., V'Yrr 

J.LS(2-p) 

'Yrr 
-{3±a 

(8.12) 

(8.13) 

(8.14) 

(8.15) 

(8.16) 

(8.17) 

(8.18) 

(8.19) 

(8.20) 

Maximally dissipative and constraint preserving boundary conditions for a bespoke 

spherical reduction of NOR with densitized lapse and fixed shift were presented in 
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8.2 Boundary conditions 

[40] with the NOR parameter p = 2 fixed. The principal part and characteristic 

variables for the spherical NOR system (4.106-4.113) with p = 2 closed with a 

densitized lapse and fixed shift are identical to those of the bespoke reduction 

[40]. Generalizing to p -=J 2 is straightforward. Those boundary conditions are not 

presented here. 

Flat slices and asymptotically null slices are now considered separately. 

Flat slices On asymptotically flat slices one expects the shift to be much smaller 

than the other variables at the outer boundary, so assume that 

a 
(;;y » [,8[ ~ 0, 

V "ITT 

a ~ "ITT ~ 1, (8.21) 

then the incoming speeds « 0) of the system (at the outer boundary) become 

-,8, 
a 

-,8-
ffr' veL -,8 - a -, -,8 - a 

"ITT 

f-Ls(2 - p) 

"ITT 

(8.22) 

Data must be given to the characteristic variables with these speeds to render the 

initial boundary value problem well-posed, 

f p-2, p-2,_ + 2'Yrr "ITT + -;y:;: "IT - 9 {3, 

'Y' 
K T - 2k = gphysicai, 

-af - a(p-2)ry' _ a(p-2)ry' + a' - a ~(Krr + 2KT) = 9 
2'Yrr ITT 'YT IT V {TTt-"L 'Yrr 'YT J.LL' 

,8' + aJ.Ls(p-2) (Krr + 2KT) _ VJ.Ls(2-p)a (J.LL+(J.LS-l)(2- P) f 
J.LL+J.Ls(p-2) 'Yrr 'YT (J.LL+J.LS(p-2))~ 2-p T 

+ 2-p "I' + (2-p) "I' - log(a)') = 9 . 
~~Irr ~ IT ~ 

(8.23) 

(8.24) 

(8.25) 

(8.26) 

With these boundary conditions the system may be shown to have a non-increasing 

energy [43]. Our preferred numerical prescription would be to solve the system 

(8.23,8.24,8.25,8.26) for first derivatives of evolved variables. It is possible to solve 

this system of equations because the characteristic variables contain the deriva

tives of 4 evolved variables and there are 4 incoming modes giving equations. If ,8 

becomes negative (or zero) at the boundary, which may happen because it is small 
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8.2 Boundary conditions 

there, one of these incoming modes will become outgoing and the system may 

not be solved. This is unsatisfactory, since it will not be possible to evolve many 

spacetimes of interest, including even Minkowski (in trivial coordinates) since the 

shift is zero everywhere. 

The problem is really caused by the existence of the ,B-speed mode in the NOR sys

tem. When the definition constraint Gr is introduced there is freedom in deciding 

how it is to evolve. It is perfectly easy to choose an evolution equation which does 

not produce the troublesome ,B-speed mode. It would be interesting to look at how 

the NOR system (and by proxy any other BSSN-like system) could be modified to 

eliminate the ,B-speed mode. For now the focus is on finding boundary conditions 

for the NOR system as given. 

Unsatisfactory as it is, the ,B-speed mode must be treated individually. Our treat

ment is directly analogous to that of [40]. Equations (8.24-8.26) are solved for 

I~' a', ,B'. Equation (8.23) is solved for j, and is imposed if ,B > O. To imple

ment this boundary condition numerically, ghost points are populated to satisfy 

the boundary conditions and ghost points for the other variables are populated 

by extrapolating the field inside the boundary (including I~r which appears in the 

characteristic variables). 

Asymptotically null slices Surprisingly, boundary conditions for asymptoti

cally null slices are much easier to construct than those for flat slices. Assuming 

1 1 
,B ~ -"2' a c:::: "2y'f;;, (8.27) 

at the outer boundary (implied by the growth the the 3 + 1 variables on asymp

totically null slices (8.6-8.11), the only incoming characteristic variable (assuming 

reasonable behavior of f-1 Land f-1s) is 

I~ 
KT - 2 r;::::;- = gphysica[, 

Vlrr 
(8.28) 

(with speed -,B - ~) which is trivially solved for I~' The asymptotically null 
yrrr 

boundary condition may be more robust than the flat case since the condition is 
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8.2 Boundary conditions 

simpler. Data is only required for one variable and extrapolation may be used to 

populate the other ghost points. In addition, if the incoming mode becomes outgo

ing (which may occur since on asymptotically null slices the incoming coordinate 

light speed is small at large radius), it will be possible to use extrapolation at the 

outer boundary, whereas on fiat slices the slow (,B-speed) mode had to be treated 

seperately. 

Spherical BSSN 

BMn lapse, fn-driver shift The principal part of the spherical BSSN system 

with the gauge condition (7.19,7.20) with or without source terms (before the 

change to conformal variables) is 

,B 0 -20: 0 0 

0 ,B 0 -20: 0 

_ 4a a ,B 0 ~o: 
9'Yrr 9'YT 3 

2a'YT a 0 ,B _ a'YT 
9'Y~r - 18'Yrr 3'Yrr 

0 0 -~ 8a ,B 
3'Yrr -3'YT 

0 0 _ a 2 J1L _2a2 J-LL 0 
'Yrr 'YT 

0 0 0 0 a2 hrr'Yf )1/3 J1S 

'Yrr 

which has characteristic variables Ui (i = 1, ... , 7) 

0 2'Yrr 

0 0 

-1 0 

0 0 

0 4 
-3" 

,B 0 

0 ,B 

, 
'Yrr 

'Y~ 

Krr 

Kr 

ir 

0:' 

,B' 

, (8.29) 

(8.30) 

(8.31) 

(8.32) 

,B' + 4a'Yrr (Krr + 2&) ± v'3'Y;?3 (2a' 'Y~3tL f) (833) 
3 2/3/ 2/3_4 'Yrr 'YT 1/3 r.;-;- 3 2/3/ 2/3 4 - 2 2 3 r, • 
'Yrr 'YT 'Yrr 'YT V J1L 'Yrr 'YT - 'Yrr 'Yrr 
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8.2 Boundary conditions 

with respective characteristic speeds 

-(3, 

-(3± _a_ 
~' 

-(3 ± a lli, 
V"irr 

(8.34) 

(8.35) 

(8.36) 

(8.37) 

After the conformal decomposition the characteristic variables can be rewritten 

1'rrf'r - 81>', 

_ 2,!~r + ~!r _ 21>' +;:y f'r ± e2¢ r;y (K + 3~T) 
3"irr 6"iT ,rr V Irr "iT' 

a' ± .J1'rrJLLae2
¢ K, 

~(::!!!4q,JlS) (2e4
¢ v'JiSK ± V3log(a),) 

+(3' =F !.J3'YrrJLsaf'r. 

The characteristic speeds (8.37) can be written as 

[f!;s -(3 ± a -:::-. 
'Yrr 

(8.38) 

(8.39) 

(8.40) 

(8.41) 

(8.42) 

Densitized lapse, fixed shift The principal part of the spherical BSSN system 

with the densitized lapse and fixed shift is. 

(3 0 -2a 0 0 
, 

'Yrr 

0 (3 0 -2a 0 'Y~ 
17a 8a (3 0 0 Krr (8.43) 

- 18"irr - 9"iT 

~ a 0 (3 a"lT KT 9"(;r -l~rr - 3"1rr 

0 0 _ 4a 8a (3 ir 3"irr -3"1T 

which has characteristic variables after the conformal decomposition Ui (i = 1, ... ,5) 

1'rrf'r - 81>', 

17"Y:'r 4"Y!r 11A./ - r-r ± 1..n;;. 2¢ (K 3k) - 12- - -3- - 'f' + 'Yrr -2 'Yrre + - , "irr "iT "irr 

K ± 3e-2q, 1>' 
2 ~, 
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8.2 Boundary conditions 

with respective characteristic speeds 

-f3, 

-f3± .ft;;, 
-f3 ± a ill, V 'Yrr 

Flat slices and asymptotically null slices are again considered separately. 

(8.47) 

(8.48) 

(8.49) 

Flat slices Under the assumptions (8.22), the incoming speeds « 0) of the 

BSSN system (at the outer boundary) with BMn lapse and fn-driver shift become 

-f3, 
a 

-f3-
ffr' 

JTIi -f3 - 0'.--
ffr' 

ffs -f3 - 0'.--..r;;; 
Data must be given to the characteristic variables with these speeds, 

1'rrrr - 8ep' = g{3, 

, 2'Y~r + iT 2'+" + - r-r 2</:> ~(K + 3AT) -
- 3irr 6iT - If' Irr - e y Irr iT - gphysical, 

a' - J1'rrf-tLae2
</:> K = gJ.LL' 

..n;:;(~QPf 4¢ ) (2e4
</:> 'fISK - J3log( a ),) 

'Yrr J.LL- e J.LS Y 1"';:) 

The enforced D constraint can be added to these conditions 

-, -, 
Irr + 2'T == O. 
1'rr IT 

(8.50) 

(8.51) 

(8.52) 

(8.53) 

(8.54) 

(8.55) 

The resulting set of equations (8.52-8.55) can be solved for 1';r, 1'~, a' and f3'. If 

f3 > 0, (8.51) can be solved for rr. 

With densitized lapse and fixed shift the incoming characteristic fields are 
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8.2 Boundary conditions 

The enforced D constraint can be added to these conditions 

-I -I 

Irr + 2 IT == O. 
irr IT 

(8.59) 

The resulting set of equations (8.57-8.59) can be solved for i;r, i~ and ¢'. If f3 > 0, 

(8.51) can be solved for fr. 

Asymptotically null slices Assuming the slicing is asymptotically null towards 

the boundary (8.27) the only incoming characteristic variable with BMn lapse and 

fn-driver shift at the outer boundary is the physical 

2'~r i~ I - -r 2¢ ~( 3.AT ) _ --3- + -6- - 2¢ + Irrf - e Ylrr K + --- - 9physicaj, 
Irr IT IT 

(8.60) 

with speed - f3 - ~. As on fiat slices the enforced D constraint can be added to 
v7rr 

these conditions 
-I -I 

Irr + 2 IT == o. 
irr IT 

(8.61) 

Combined, the boundary condition and enforced constraint can be solved for i;r 

and i~. 

Since the characteristic surfaces of the system with densitized lapse and fixed shift 

are just null surfaces, maximally dissipative boundary conditions with densitized 

lapse and fixed shift are the same as those on fiat slices. 

8.2.3 Constraint preserving boundary conditions 

Analyzing the constraint subsystem is not completely straightforward. The con

straint evolution system in generic coordinates constains second spatial derivatives 

of the auxiliary Gi constraint, whilst the Hamiltonian and momentum constraints 

appear with at most one spatial derivative suggesting the canonical structure 

u u' +v 

u" + v' 
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8.2 Boundary conditions 

for the principal part of the system. 

In spherical symmetry the second spatial derivatives of Gr disappear, so naively 

one would think that the constraint system can be analyzed as a fully first order 

system. The constraint subsystem should not be thought of as an auxiliary system 

but as an evolution system implied by the full evolution. Analyzing the constraint 

evolution system as a fully first order system is inconsistent with the principal 

part analysis for the full system. In other words, since the first derivative of the 

Hamiltonian and momentum constraints implicitly contain third spatial derivatives 

of the metric, whilst first derivatives of Gr contain only second derivatives of the 

metric, G~ terms can not' be considered principal in the presence of H' and 111: 

terms. 

Surprisingly a naive analysis of the spherical NOR constraint system with p = 2 

finds that the system is strongly hyperbolic [40] although the characteristic vari

ables constructed differ from those with a consistent treatment. 

Spherical NOR 

The principal part of the constraint system for the spherical NOR system is the 

matrix. 

{3 -~ 0 
'Yrr 

-Q {3 o 
o 2Q {3 

which has characteristic variables 

with characteristic speeds 

-{3, 

. -{3± ~. 
y'Yrr 
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8.2 Boundary conditions 

Again flat and asymptotically null slices are considered separately. 

Flat slices On asymptotically flat slices the constraint system will have 1 or 

2 incoming variables, whereas the full system has 3 or 4 incoming characteristic 

variables (8.23-8.26). The maximally dissipative incoming physical and ,8-speed 

boundary conditions are replaced with those of the same speeds from the constraint 

system. The resulting continuum boundary condition is then 

MT - ffrH = 0, 

-af - a(p-2)ry' - a(p-2)ry' + a' _ a ~(Krr + 2KT) = 9 
2')'rr ITT ')'T IT V ITTt"L ')'rr ')'T lapse, 

,8' + ailS (p-2) (Krr + 2KT) _ Vlls(2-p)a (1lL+(IlS- 1)(2-P) f 
IlL+lls(p-2) ')'rr ')'T (IlL+lls(p-2))~ 2-p T 

2-p, (2-p), 1 ( ),) + 2')'rr ITT + ---::Y:;:-IT - og a = 9shift 

(8.69) 

(8.70) 

(8.71) 

(8.72) 

Equations (8.69,8.70) are rewritten in terms of the evolved variables and solved 

for fT and I~ respectively. As in the MDBC case if ,8 > 0 then f is overwritten 

to satisfy the incoming ,8-speed mode (now given by (8.70)). a' and ,8' are given 

by (8.71,8.72) and ghost points are populated to satisfy these conditions. Finally 

ghost points are populated to give the other derivatives. 

Asymptotically null slices Again boundary conditions for asymptotically null 

slices are much create than those for flat slices. Assuming (8.27) at the outer 

boundary, the remaining incoming mode is 

(8.73) 

The incoming data for this characteristic is set to zero. The constraint system 

characteristic variable is rewritten in terms of the primitive variables. The resulting 

equation contains the second derivative of only IT and can be solved for it. Since 

the main system and the constraint system both only have one incoming mode, 

only this condition need be imposed. 
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8.2 Boundary conditions 

Numerically the boundary condition is imposed by extrapolating all variables to 

compute first derivatives. Eqn. (8.73) is then imposed by populating ghostzones 

for 'T. 

Spherical BSSN 

The principal part of the constraint system for the spherical BSSN system is the 

matrix. 

(3 0< 

'Yrr 
0 

0< (3 20< 

"3 3'Yrr 

0 2a (3 

which has characteristic variables 

with characteristic speeds 

Again flat and asymptotically null slices are considered separately. 

(8.74) 

(8.75) 

(8.76) 

(8.77) 

(8.78) 

8.2.4 Numerical tests of boundary conditions on flat slices 

In this section simple convergence results for the boundary conditions presented 

in the previous sections are presented. The focus is on both norm convergence to 

an exact solution, and pointwise convergence, in particular at the outer boundary. 

Numerical tests of the boundary conditions for the NOR-8 and BSSN-8 systems 

are left for future work. 
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Initial data and numerical method 

Kerr-Schild slices through the Schwarchzschild spacetime 

ds2 = _ (1 - 2;:) dT2 + 4;: dT dR + (1 + 2~J) dR2 + R2 dn2, (8.79) 

are evolved, with either the densitized lapse and fixed shift, or the evolved gauge 

(7.21, 7.22). With densitized lapse the blackhole excision boundary is set initially 

at l.4M. With the evolved gauge the excision boundary is set initially at 1.21\1. 

In either case the maximally dissipative boundary conditions described in the last 

section are imposed at the outer boundary, which is placed around 701\1. The 

results presented in this section were performed with a low spatial resolution of h = 

O.lM, fourth order Runge-Kutta time integration and second order accurate finite 

differences in space. As in the wave equation tests in Chap. 6.2.1, the blackhole 

boundary all fields are extrapolated according to 

(8.80) 

for the fourth order scheme and 

(8.81) 

for the second order scheme. A touch of artificial dissipation ~(Jh3(D+D_)2 (second 

order) and -(Jh5(D+D_)3 (fourth order) is used over the grid. Extrapolation is 

used to populate the additional ghost zones required by the dissipation stencil. 

The numerical results presented in [40] are in some sense more robust than those 

presented here because the outer boundary has now been pushed further into the 

weak-field region away from the blackhole. This problem is mitigated by looking 

closely at pointwise convergence near the boundary as well as norm convergence. 

NOR 

Both the second and fourth order maximally dissipative and constraint preserving 

conditions display perfect norm convergence with densitized lapse, fixed shift and 
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8.2 Boundary conditions 

various values of the p parameter. 

With BMn l+log lapse (with source terms) and fn-driver p = 2 does not give a 

strongly hyperbolic system, so the ,8-speed characteristic variable couples to deriva

tives of other primitive fields. The structure of the characteristic fields is such that 

the resulting boundary conditions require an "unimposed numerical derivative" 

(either ';r or ,8') to be used when imposing the numerical boundary condition; 

this complication is too much for the numerical maximally dissipative boundary 

condition to deal with and the neat convergence properties are lost. Large Gj • 

constraint violations enter through the boundary from the first time-step. The 

numerical recipe for maximally dissipative and constraint preserving boundary 

conditions with evolved gauge coriditions on fiat slices is completely unsuccessful. 

Interestingly, if the slow ,8-speed boundary condition is replaced with 

f = g(3, (8.82) 

the correct boundary condition for p = 2, (densitized lapse and fixed shift) perfect 

convergence can be recovered, despite the fact that this is not the natural contin

uum boundary condition for the system. Robust tests could be used to test the 

condition further and perhaps give some clue to the well-posedness of the initial 

boundary value problem. Such tests are not performed here. 

Fig. 8.1 demonstrates pointwise second order convergence properties of the so

lution at the outer boundary with densitized lapse and fixed shift (left) and the 

evolved BMn 1 + log lapse (with source terms) and fn-driver (right). The plot shows 

rescaled errors at two resolutions. For perfect pointwise convergence the rescaled 

(higher resolution) errors should overlay those from the lower resolution. Fig. 8.2) 

corroborates the convergence of the constraint preserving boundary condition with 

densitized lapse and fixed shift. The right hand plot compares incoming constraint 

violation with and without the constraint preserving condition. 

Fig. 8.3:lejt shows that the modified boundary condition (8.82) on the slow-speed 

mode converges. As resolution is increased the rescaled errors coincide. The plot 
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time = 80.0 time = 0.92 
0.0004 0.008 

Yrr: coarse - - Yrr: coarse --

0.00035 
yrr;fine -- yrr;fine --

Yr: coarse -- 0.007 Yr;coarse - -
1r;line -- 1r;f1ne --

0.0003 Krr: coarse -- Krr: coarse --
Krp fine Kn: fIne 

Kr: coarse - - 0.006 KT: coarse --
0.00025 KT;line -- KT;line --

Ir: coarse -- fr: coarse --
fr; fine - - 0.005 I,; line --

0.0002 a; coarse --

0.00015 0.004 
a ; fine --

~'; cparse --
~;llne --

0.0001 0.003 

5e-05 
0.002 

0 -
0.001 

-5e·05 

-0.0001 0 

-0.00015 -0.001 
58 60 62 64 66 68 70 72 64 66 68 70 72 74 76 78 

Figure 8. 1: left: Second order pointwise convergence of spherical NOR with p = 2, densitized 

lapse, fixed shift and maximally dissipative boundary conditions. right: Pointwise convergence 

of spherical NOR with p = 1, BMn lapse, fn-driver shift and maximally dissipative boundary 

conditions. Similar results are found with a densitized lapse, fixed shift and p i- 2. 

time = 80.0 time = 0.92 
0.0004 0.008 

Yrr: coa~se -- Yrr: coa~se - -

0.00035 
yrr:fme -- yrr; tme --

Yr: coarse -- 0.007 Yr: coarse --
1r; line - - 1r;line --

0.0003 Krr: coarse -- K,f: coarse --
Krr: fine Krf; fine 

KT: coarse - - 0.006 Kr: coarse --
0.00025 KT; line - - KT; fine --

'f; coarse -- ff; coarse --
1,; line -- 0.005 1,; f1ne - -

0.0002 a; coarse --
a; llne --

0.00015 0.004 p'; cparse --
p;line --

0.0001 0.003 

5e-05 
0.002 

0.001 
-Sa· 05 

-0.0001 0 

-0.00015 -0.001 
58 60 62 64 66 68 70 72 64 66 68 70 72 74 76 78 

Figure 8.2: left : Second order pointwise convergence of spherical NOR with p = 1, densitized 

lapse, fixed shift and constraint preserving boundary conditions. right: Incoming constraint vio-

lation with maximally dissipative and constraint preserving boundary conditions. 
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time = 80.0 

0.0004 
yn; coarse -

yrr; fine -
Yr; coarse -

0.0003 -rr; fine -
Krr;coarse -

Krr: fine 
KT; coarse -

0.0002 
KT; fine -

fr;coarse -
fr; fine -

a; coarse -
a;fine -

0.0001 ~' ; c?arse -
p ; fine -

0 

-0.0001 

-0.0002 

-0.0003 
58 60 62 64 66 68 70 72 

Figure 8.3: left: As in Fig. 8.1:(right) with the modified condition (8.82). right: Incoming COl1-

straint violation with the modified maximally dissipative condit ion. 

on the right hand side of Fig. 8.3 shows the behavior of the constraints at the 

outer boundary with the modified condit ion. The (relatively) large GT constraint 

violation happens very quickly but does not continue to grow. The story with the 

constraint preserving conditions is similar. 

In the strong field region, the excision boundary generically converges but does 

not freeze. Eventually errors induced at the boundary grow large enough to halt 

the evolution. 

Fortunately most of the problems with the outer boundary conditions can be as

sociated with the slow speed ,8-mode. In the following sections it will be seen that 

on asymptotically null slices the situation is more straightforward. 

BSSN 

The simplicity of the BSSN characteristic variables appears to alleviate the issues 

associated with the ,8-speed mode with the NOR formulation . The slow speed 
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time = 80.0 

1.4e·05 ,-----.----r--..--:::--1"---,-----, 
gCrr;coarse -

gCrr;fine -
$;coarse -1.2e-05 

1e·05 

8e-06 

6e·06 

4e·06 

2e-06 

o 

-2e-06 

itin~ == 
AC~2 

K;coarse -
K;fine 

r'coarse -
'r;fine -

time = 80.0 
3e-07 .---,..-,----,--.,...-----r---r-----. 

2.5e-07 

2e-07 

1.5e-07 

1e·07 

5e·08 

-5e·08 

gCrr;coarse -
gCrr:fine -
$;coarse -

itJn~ == 
AC~~ 2 

K:coarse -
K;fine 

r;coarse -
r;flne -

Figure 8.4: As in Fig. 8.1:left but with the BSSN system, densitized lapse and fixed shift. (left:) 

second order scheme. (right:) fourth order scheme. 

mode couples to only the ¢ variable. Numerical convergence tests display second 

and fourth order convergence with either densitized lapse and fixed shift (Fig. 8.4) 

or BMn l+log and gamma-driver shift. Fig. 8.5 plots the pointwise convergence 

of the second (left) and fourth (right) order accurate finite difference schemes. In 

each case some variables are omitted for clarity. 

The excision boundary is far better behaved than in the NOR case. Although the 

largest errors appear at t he blackhole boundary, they converge (as in the NOR 

case) and do not oscillate and grow indefinitely. The boundary effectively freezes 

after around 10M of evolution, allowing the evolution to run essentially forever 

(> 1000M) even at the resolutions considered here. 

8.3 Numerical constraint damping tests 

Before attempting to evolve asympt?tically null initial data we compare the damped 

and undamped constraints on simple initial data described in the previous sec-
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time = 80.0 

0.0002 .----~----.--r-_:__.__---,.-___, 
gCrr;coarse -

gCrr;fine -
gCT;coarse -

gCT;fine -
K;coarse -

K;fine 
0.00015 

0.0001 

5e-05 

o 

-5e-05 

a;coarse -
a;fine -

-0.0001 L------L_--'-_-'-_'-----"_--1 
~ M ~ ~ m n N 

8.3 Numerical constraint damping tests 

2e-07 

1.5e-07 

1e-07 

5e-08 

-5e-08 

time = 80.0 

$;coarse -
$;flne 

AC'l;coarse -
ACrr,flne -

AC1;coarse -
ACT;flne 

r 'coarse -
'r'flne -

p';coarse -
p';fine -

~~~ 

62 64 66 68 70 72 74 

Figure 8_5: As in Fig. 8.1:left. but with the BSSN system, BMn lapse and gamma-d river shift . 

(left :) second order scheme. (right :) fourth order scheme. 

tion 8.2.4. 

Again numerical evolutions of NOR-8 and BSSN-8 are left for future work. 

NOR First the numerical results for NOR with densitized lapse and fixed shift; 

the results of constraint damping are disastrous (Fig. 8.6) the excision boundary 

blows up. Whilst it appears that the damping is successful in the Gr constraint 

until t rv 45M, the Hamiltonian and momentum constraints are better off without 

it_ 

Tests with the evolved gauge are more promising. Fig. 8.7 demonstrates the clear 

effectiveness of the constraint damping scheme in this case. The majority of the 

constraint violation in each case appears at the excision boundary. With constraint 

damping the violat ion is instantly reduced and soon decays. 

Without damping the excision boundary blows up as reflections from the outer 

boundary return. This problem may be mitigated by choosing better numerical 

or continuum boundary conditions, but at least with our conditions constraint 
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8.3 Numerical constraint damping tests 

Hundamp -
M,undamp -
G,undamp -

Hdamp -
M,damp -
G,damp 

0.0001 '--____ "'---____ ...1...-____ -'--____ --'-_-' 
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Figure 8.6: The NOR constraints with and without damping, with fixed lapse and densitized 

shift 

damping is essential for long evolutions with live gauge conditions and excision. 

BSSN The first remarkable thing about the BSSN evolutions with the gauge 

BMn lapse and fn-driver shift (with source) (7.21,7.22) is that they settle down 

essentially forever with no constraint damping, in contrast to the behavior of the 

NOR system. Applying the constraint damping terms near the outer boundary 

causes an interaction with the boundary condition, resulting in large errors. If the 

constraints near the outer boundary are left undamped by exponentially cutting 

off the damping near the boundary, and a small constraint damping coefficient 

K, = 0.2 is chosen the damping is partially successful with densitized lapse and 

fixed shift (H and Gr are damped Fig. 8.9) and completely successful with BMn 

lapse and gamma-driver shift (Fig. 8.9). 
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0.01 
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Figure 8.7: The NOR constraints with and without damping with BMn lapse and fn-driver 

shift (with sources) . 
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V _______ 

o 50 100 150 200 250 300 350 400 

Figure 8.8: The BSSN constraints with and wit hout damping wit h densitized lapse and fixed 

shift . 'K, = 0.2 was taken in the damped runs. 
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Hundamp -
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0.0001 
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Figure 8.9: The BSSN constraints with and without damping with EMn lapse and gamma-

driver shift. /'i, = 0.2 was taken in the damped runs. 

8.4 Bona-Mass6lapse conditions in blackhole space-

times 

In this section the behavior of Bona-Masso lapse conditions is considered. The aim 

is to understand the behavior of such gauge conditions in the strong-field region 

before considering their behavior more robustly on asymptotically null slices with 

the full Einstein equations. 

Firstly symmetry seeking conditions are briefly reviewed. Then analytic end-states 

for the Bona-Masso lapse condition are constructed. Finally numerical pure gauge 

and Einstein evolutions are presented. The numerical results are discussed in terms 

of the analytical end-states and gauge shocks. 

The work in this section is based closely on that presented in [2] ) and was written 

largely by C. Gundlach as part of a collaboration with D. Garfinkle and DR. The 
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work presented here represents fairly the research undertaken by the author as 

part of that collaboration. 

8.4.1 Numerical evolution of black hole spacetimes 

Eternal and collapse black holes 

Black holes in the real world have formed in collapse, but eternal black holes are 

often used in numerical relativity because they differ from collapse black holes 

only in the interior, and this cannot affect physics outside. Here we concentrate on 

non-rotating, uncharged black holes, which are described by the Kruskal extension 

of the Schwarzschild spacetime. A bifurcate Killing horizon divides this spacetime 

into past (P), future (F), "left" (L) and "right" (R) regions. The future and past 

timelike (i+ and i-) and null (,jO+ and ,jO-) infinities and the spacelike infinity 

iO all exist in left (L) and right (R) copies. Slices extending from i~ to i~ have 

wormhole geometry, see Fig. 8.10. Binary (or mUltiple) black hole initial data can 

be represented by a wormhole leading to a separate copy of i~ for each black hole. 

In the "puncture" method [44], each i~ is then represented in coordinates by a 

point where the conformal factor diverges. 

By contrast, black holes formed from regular data through collapse have trivial 

spatial topology, similar to the Schwarzschild spacetime but with part of Rand F, 

and all of P and L, covered up by the collapsing star [45] - see Fig. 8.13. 

Singularity-avoiding slicings 

Both in collapse and in eternal black holes one can use slicings which avoid the 

singularity. Any timelike world line inside a black hole has finite length, while any 

timelike worldline with limited total acceleration outside the black hole has infinite 

length. The lapse measures the rate of proper time per coordinate time for an 

observer normal to the time slices, and so one might think that the lapse must go 
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Figure 8.10: Spacetime diagram of the Schwarz schild spacetime, with the angular coordinates 

suppressed. The horizontal line from i~ to i~ is the time-symmetric wormhole slice typically 

used as initial data in puncture evolutions of a Schwarzschild black holes. The curved lines 

schematically represent the slicing generated from these initial data by BMn lapse with a = 1 

initially. They approach the slice R = Ro, which links it to i~. The vertical dashed line represents 

the symmetry boundary which can replace the left-right reflection symmetry of this slicing. As 

the slices approach R = Ro, the approximately cylindrical wormhole grows longer linearly with 

time. 
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.+ 
~L 

Figure 8.11: The same spacetime diagram, schematically showing a Killing slicing that ends 

at the future singularity, such as Kerr-Schild slices. The lines with arrows are trajectories of 

the Killing vector (lines of constant R) and the beads on them represent surfaces of constant 

coordinate r if the Killing shift is used. In particular, the dashed line could serve as a Killing 

excision boundary. 
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to zero everywhere inside the black hole in order to avoid the singularity, and that 

because the slices keep advancing outside the black hole, their intrinsic geometry 

must deform without limit as time goes on, until large gradients can no longer 

be resolved. Such "slice stretching" was indeed encountered in early black hole 

simulations, and motivated the development of black hole excision [20]. 

Only later it was realised clearly that singularity-avoiding slicings need not lead 

to slice stretching [46]. If the lapse is chosen such that the slice is Lie-dragged 

along the Killing vector field everywhere, its intrinsic geometry becomes time

independent. This is true also inside the black hole where the Killing vector field 

that generates time translations at infinity becomes spacelike (and so the spacetime 

is not technically stationary), as long as this Killing vector field is nowhere parallel 

to the slicing. Once the geometry of the slice has become time-independent, a 

suitable shift condition then makes the spatial metric coefficients explicitly time

independent. With this lapse and shift 8/ 8t becomes the Killing vector (spacelike 

inside a black hole). Coordinate conditions which generate Killing coordinates 

asymptotically starting from generic initial coordinates were called "symmetry

seeking" in [47]. 

Even more recently it was realised that the lapse need not collapse either [48]. Note 

that 

(8)a "(8)a 
8t == ana + /P 8xi 

(8.83) 

is a sum of two terms. Define some scalar (J to measure distance from the singu

larity. (In Schwarzschild spacetime, an obvious choice is the area radius R.) For 

any given a and (J, f3i then can be chosen to set (; = 0, except where (J,i = O. 

(We use a dot to denote 8/ 8t). In other words, the lapse in a Killing coordinate 

system vanishes only where the time slices are tangential to the Killing vector 

field. Every regular time slice in a collapse spacetime, and every wormhole slice 

through an eternal black hole has such an obstruction point, namely a local min

imum of (J (Fig. 8.10). However, a slice that becomes asymptotically cylindrical 
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Figure 8.12: The same spacetime diagram, schematically showing the unique regular spherical 

Killing slicing that is compatible with BMn slicing (for a given /1-L(O:)). All slices are isometric 

to one another, and connect it with i~. The again asymptote to the slice R = RD. 

(with R ----* Ro) and ends at it avoids this obstruction (Fig. 8.12). 

Excision 

An alternative to singularity-avoiding slicings is singularity excision. This means 

truncating the time slices along a future spacelike surface which is also (at least 

asymptotically) Killing. In Schwarzschild spacetime, this would be a surface of 

constant R < 2M. One still wants the slice to be Lie-dragged along the Killing field, 

but one gains more freedom because Killing slices are now acceptable which would 

intersect the singularity, such as Kerr-Schild slices of Schwarzschild. A Killing 

slicing with Killing excision boundary is illustrated in Fig. 8.11. 

As long as the excision surface is spacelike, all characteristics corresponding to 

gravitational waves, which propagate on light cones, will be leaving the domain 

of computation. Depending on the formulation of the Einstein equations and the 

gauge choice, other characteristics corresponding to constraint modes and gauge 
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'0 
~R 

Figure 8.13: Schematic spacetime diagram of the collapse of a spherical star. Outside the 

collapsing star (shaded) the spacetime is Schwarzschild, comprising parts of regions Rand F. 

A Killing slicing with excision as in Fig. 8.11 is shown. A Killing endstate cannot be reached 

without excision. 
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modes may be spacelike, and either this will restrict the excision surface further 

or explicit boundary conditions need to be imposed on the gauge if the evolution 

equations are to be well-posed. If the system is not hyperbolic, for example because 

the gauge conditions are parabolic or elliptic, boundary conditions will be required 

on any excision boundary. 

In [50] and [51], evolutions were carried out from puncture data using BMt l+log 

slicing with and without Ko, and directly comparing evolutions using either exci

sion or fixed punctures. No explicit boundary condition was imposed at the excision 

boundary. Excised and non-excised evolutions are claimed to converge to each other 

to second order everywhere outside the excised region. This is surprising given that 

the excision problem was ill-posed (the gauge characteristic cone always has one 

leg pointing into the computational domain cf. 7.18). 

8.4.2 . Killing coordinates on Schwarzschild spacetime In 

spherical symmetry 

We now restrict to spherically symmetric Killing coordinate systems on the Kruskal 

extension of Schwarzschild spacetime. In the following, XI-' are preferred coordi

nates on a given spacetime such as Schwarzschild, while (t, Xi) are the coordinates 

used for the numerical evolution, in our case with the spherical line element 

(8.84) 

We use the shorthands d0,2 == d(P + sin2 e drp2, R2 == ree, r == rTT and (J == (JT. We 

use j and l' for the partial derivatives with respect to t and r. 

We use preferred coordinates (T, R) on Schwarzschild with the property that R is 

the area radius and the Killing vector is a/aT, normalised to unity at infinity, for 

example Schwarzschild or Kerr-Schild coordinates. In all such coordinates gTT = 

1 - 2M/R and gTTgRR - gfR = -1.The generic Killing coordinate system (t,r) 
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with C = 1 is then given by the ansatz 

T=t+F(r), R=R(r). (8.85) 

If we are interested only in the slicing, we can fix the spatial coordinate r for 

convenience. A better choice than using R itself as a coordinate is to make r 

proper distance along the slice, so that 'Y = 1. (We shall also use the symbol l for 

proper radial distance.) The Killing lapse and shift are 

R' , 

{3 

The trace of the extrinsic curvature of the Killing slices is 

where {3 is given by (8.87). 

(8.86) 

(8.87) 

(8.88) 

8.4.3 Compatibility of Killing coordinates with BMn slic

ing on Schwarzschild spacetime 

This subsection reviews and generalises [48]. The BMn Killing slicing condition in 

spherical symmetry is 

(8.89) 

Using (8.86) and (8.88) to eliminate 0: and K gives 

R" (3' R' 
R' f-LL(R') + -,e + 2 R = 0, (8.90) 

which has an obvious first integral that can be expressed, using (8.86) and (8.87), 

as 

. -2 JR
1 

O::L~O:) + In [( R'2 -1 + 2:) R4] = c. 
Alternatively, using (8.87) to eliminate {3 from (8.90) gives 

R" = _f-LL N 
RD' 
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N 

D == 

R,2 (2R'2_ 2 + 3~1), 

[ ( ') ]'2 2M J.LL R - 1 R + 1 - -R' 

(8.93) 

(8.94) 

For given J.LL(O'.) this is a second order ODE for R(r). For the solution to be regular 

for all R > 0, Nand D have to vanish at the same r, which becomes a regular 

singular point. This fixes Rand R' at this r, and hence the constant c in (8.91). 

(8.91) can then be solved as a first-order ODE for R(r). This means that for 

any J.L L ( a), there are at most a finite number of twice differentiable spherically 

symmetric Killing slicings of Schwarzschild, one for each possible regular singular 

point. 

l+log slicing The case of l+log slicing, J.LL = 2/0'. has been presented in [48], 

based on earlier work in [49]. There are two possibilities for regular singular points. 

One is R = 2M with R' = O. This gives a Killing slicing where each slice goes 

through the bifurcation point of the horizon, the lapse is positive in R and negative 

in L, and the slices never reach P or F. It is not of interest for numerical evolutions. 

The other regular singular point is R' = R~ == -3 + JIG, R = Rc == M/(4R~) c::: 

1.54057 M. In this solution R -----+ 00 as r -----+ 00 and R -----+ Ro from above as r -----+ -00. 

Ro can be found from (8.91) with R' = 0, is given in implicit form in [48], and is 

approximately Ro c:::: 1.31241M. Inside the black hole the slices become asymptot

ically tangent to the Killing field and terminate at it. The intrinsic geometry of 

each slice becomes a cylinder of radius Ro as r -----+ -00 (Fig. 8.12). 

Harmonic slicing Harmonic slicing is the special case of EMn slicing with J.LL = 

1. The regular singular points are then R = 2M with either R' = 0 or R' = ±1/2. 

The former can be discarded, and the sign in the latter is trivial, so that the Killing 

slices are characterised by a = R' = 1/2 at R = 2M. These slices stretch from 

i~ to the future singularity R = 0, and so must be used with excision. The gauge 
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characteristics are the light cones [17], so the gauge only requires the excision 

boundary to be spacelike. 

General J-lL(O:) Killing slices cannot have an extremum of R if they are to be 

stationary points of some slicing condition. From (8.91) we see that if the Killing 

slices are to approach it, that is limr->oo R = Ro > 0, the integral 

f o do: 

0: J-lL(O:) 
(8.95) 

must be finite, for example with J-lL = 2/0:. We conjecture that, conversely, if 

this integral diverges, as with J-lL = 1, the Killing slices must intersect the future 

singularity. 

Excision and uniqueness One might think that excising a BMn Killing slice 

would make it less rigid, because the regular singular point R = Rc could be 

excised. This is correct if one excises at Rc < R < 2M and imposes an explicit 

boundary condition on the slicing, for example by fixing 0: at the excision boundary. 

By function counting one would expect the value of 0: at the boundary to control 

the value of the constant c of the slice. However, to excise all modes including the 

lapse gauge modes, the excision boundary must be in the region where D < 0, and 

so R = Rc must be on the slice. The only possible Killing endstate of the slicing 

is then the unique one derived above. 

8.4.4 Initial data 

Pure gauge data 

We use KS coordinates for the background Schwarzschild spacetime. Simple closed 

form slices which become asymptotically cylindrical at R = Ro may be constructed 

by making the ansatz T = t + F(R) with 

(8.96) 
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Constructing 1+ log Killing data is straightforward in area gauge where T = R. Vve 

note that proper distance l is dl = fidR in area gauge T = R, while R' = dR/ dl 

in proper distance gauge l' = l. Therefore, we obtain an algebraic expression for "I 

in area gauge by replacing R' by fi in (8.91). A single numerical integral must 

be performed to compute F(1'). 

A surface with the required isometry in the F region, with a radial coordinate l' in 

which the isometry is l' ---t -1', can be given in Schwarzschild coordinates (77, R) as 

R( -1') = R( 1') and 77 ( -1') - 77* = - (77 (1') - 77*). Here 77 = 77* is the reflection surface. 

Note it is timelike in F. The last condition must be translated into a relation 

between T( -r) and T( 1') using 77 = T - ¢( R) where ¢( R) == 2lVlln( 1 - 2}'!f / R). 

Furthermore, we want the Kerr-Schild time T to be smooth through R = 21\1[, 

while ¢(R) is not. An ansatz with these properties is 

T(1') = C(1')1' + [1 + D(1')]¢(R(1')), (8.97) 

where C(1') and D(r) are smooth odd functions and D(1') is 0 at r = 0 and 

-1 on and outside the horizon. To preserve the isometry and the adapted radial 

coordinate in the evolution the lapse and shift must obey a( -1') = a(1'), fJ( -1') = 

-fJ(r). 

Wormhole initial data for the Einstein equations 

To create a numerical evolution in spherical symmetry that is similar to the BSSN 

moving puncture evolutions in 3D, we use the well-known isotropic radial coordi

nate 

(8.98) 

with range 0 < r < 00. We use the spherical NOR system described in Sect. 4.6.3, 

stagger the grid around r = 0, and impose as boundary conditions at r = 0 that 

"Irr, R and a are even in r, and ir and fJ are odd. These conditions hold for 

the puncture initial data, and it is easy to see that they are compatible with the 
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time evolution. If r = 0 is a regular centre of spherical symmetry, then (-'/', e, 'P) 

represents the same point as (r, 'if - e, 'P + 'if), and these conditions follow from 

spherical symmetry and regularity. If r = 0 represents i1 then r < 0 is simply 

not part of the spacetime, the even/odd conditions do not follow from spherical 

symmetry, and their meaning is unclear. However, for finite differencing purposes 

they are equivalent to finite differencing across the puncture x = y = z = 0 in 3D 

as if it was a regular point, which is what is done in 3D puncture evolutions. Of 

course in the isotropic radial coordinate the metric is singular at the origin. To get 

around this problem the evolved variables are rescaled by their analytic growth; 

the evolved variables are everywhere regular. 

In order to resolve both sides of the wormhole, we use the symmetric radial coor

dinate 

(8.99) 

with range -00 < r < 00, and impose isometry boundary conditions at r = O. 

8.4.5 Black hole evolutions 

Method 

To see empirically if generic black hole evolutions are attracted to the Killing 

states we have characterised above, we have carried out numerical evolutions of 

the Schwarzschild spacetime in spherical symmetry, using BMn 1+10g slicing. 

We can take advantage of the fact that this metric is known in closed form to 

evolve only the coordinates on the known spacetime, see Sect. 7.1. There is no 

global coordinate system that covers wormhole slices and which is also Killing. 

Therefore, in pure gauge evolutions of wormhole slices stretching from i~ to i1, 
we restrict to slices with a discrete "left-right" isometry through the coordinate 

sphere r = 0, so that we only evolve explicitly on F and R, where KS coordinates 

can be used, with a boundary condition at r = 0 representing the isometry. 
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Even this does not work for slices which go through the horizon bifurcation 2-

sphere (where KS time and similar Killing time coordinates are -00), and so for 

such slices we need to evolve the Einstein equations in the NOR formulation (see 

Sect. 8.4.4). In all other cases, plots are from pure gauge evolutions, but we have 

verified that our results are replicated in evolutions of the full Einstein equations 

in the NOR formulation. The evolutions described here all use the fn-driver shift 

condition (4.94) except otherwise stated. 

With excision boundary 

As initial data for the geometry and the coordinates we have considered: 

1a) KS slice, KS lapse, KS shift, area radius; 

1 b) KS slice, KS lapse, zero shift, area radius; 

2) A closed form asymptotically cylindrical slice, unit lapse, zero shift, area radius, 

see Sect. 8.4.4. 

3) The BMn Killing slice, lapse, shift, all in area radius, see Sect. 8.4.4. 

We first evolved with area locking (that is, Killing) shift (which is determined 

algebraically so that the initial value of the shift listed above is irrelevant) and 

excision. We excised at R = 1.54M, which is just inside the maximal excision 

radius R = Rc ':::'. 1.54057 M for which all modes are outgoing. We find that 1) 

and 2) approach the Killing state, and 3) remains there. This is demonstrated in 

Fig. 8.14, and indicates that the Killing state has a significant basin of attraction. 

When combined with the fn shift driver, in 1a) the coordinates r are pushed out of 

the black hole and further. 1 b ), and 2) again settle down to the Killing endstate, 

and 3) remains there. With 1b), the excision radius initially has to be R ':::'. 1.3M 

or the excision surface at constant r will be pushed out so far before it reaches 

steady state that there a gauge mode is ingoing. 
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Figure 8.14: The L2 distance of the lapse from the Killing endstate over the range from the 

excision boundary R = 1.54 (just inside the regular singular point) out to R = 21.54, with area 

locking shift, The power law decay indicates Iia - aKiliingl1 rv t-l. 
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Figure 8.15: The £2 distance of the lapse from the Killing endstate from the excision boundary 

with approximately the same limits as in Fig. 8.14, using the fn shift driver (4.94). The power 

law decay again indicates Iia - aKillingl1 '" rl. 
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With isometry boundary condition 

We begin with NOR evolutions starting from the time-symmetric wormhole slice 

that goes through the bifurcation 2-sphere R = 2M. 

We first use spatial coordinates in which i~ is represented by the point r = 0 (the 

"puncture"), see Sect. 8.4.4. Evolutions with this method reproduce the behaviour 

described in [48]: numerical error changes the topology and the evolution settles 

down to the asymptotically cylindrical Killing state. 

If we evolve the same initial data in spatial coordinates that resolve the wormhole 

(see Sect. 8.4.4), we see the slices begin to form a cylinder at radius Ra, but at 

reasonable resolution constraint violation in the Einstein code makes the result 

unreliable soon after. 

Pure gauge evolutions with wormhole initial data that lie to the future of the bifur

cation 2-sphere (so that R < 2M at the throat) and a discrete isometry boundary 

as described in Sect. 8.4.4 are more stable. At the isometry boundary (where R 

is minimal) the lapse quickly collapses. In low resolution evolutions, the lapse col

lapses starting at the minimal R (at the isometry boundary), and a cylinder of 

radius Ra forms with proper length increasing linearly in time (Fig. 8.16). 

Gauge shocks 

However, higher resolution (for example tlr = M /50) evolutions show that low 

resolution only hides the formation of a gauge shock where K forms a large negative 

peak and a" forms a positive peak, at R:::::: 1.5M. This does not seem to happen 

exactly at Rc (we varied f-LL(a) to check this), and so we do not think that it is a 

kink instability related to the regular singular point of the Killing endstate slice. 

Neither is there any indication that the slice has become null. An ODE mechanism 

by which K < 0 makes a grow is also ruled out as not all initial data where K < 0 

shock. 
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Rather, we think we see a gauge shock of the type described by Alcubierre [52, 53]. 

Note that the lapse speeds expressed in terms of proper distance l per coordinate 

time t, relative to the time lines, are -(3 ± 0;y1iL = -(3 ± ~, so that a gauge 

wave propagating "left", from high to low 0; is expected to steepen. By contrast, 

the wave propagating "right" and forming the cylinder appears to be stable and 

translating with constant speed dl/ dt without changing its shape much. Alcubierre 

notes that for the particular choice J-L L = 1 + k / 0;2 with k > 0 the pure gauge system 

is linearly degenerate, and we have tried this J-LL, but shocks still form, also in 

agreement with Alcubierre's numerical observations. Alcubierre argues that gauge 

shocks are generic for evolved gauge conditions. 

Although the NOR evolutions of the time-symmetric slice are less reliable, they 

suggest that evolutions shock when 0; has a local minimum not at the isometry 

boundary (Fig. 8.18). They also suggest that with 0; = 1 initially the slicing never 

shocks (Fig. 8.17). This agrees with the standard numerical literature where the 

puncture data are approximately the time-symmetric slice through Schwarzschild 

and the initial lapse is one. It also agrees with the evolution by Brown [54] of these 

particular initial data. It seem plausible that initial data in a neighbourhood also 

do not develop shocks, but we have not investigated this. 

We note that the shift remains regular during the blow-up, and the same qualitative 

picture occurs with proper distance radius, zero shift, or fn driver shift. 

With BMt slicing and the ft (not fn) shift driver, we see the same gauge shock in 

both NOR and pure gauge evolutions, but it seems to form earlier and even at low 

resolution, so that we never see formation of a cylinder before the code crashes. 

A troublesome implication of the preceeding analysis and numerical results is that 

gauge-shocks will generically form in evolutions with Bona-Masso slicing condi

tions. Why are shocks not seen in puncture evolutions? For some nonlinear wave 

equations (notably Burgers' equation and the the p-system [5]) it is possible to 

determine exactly what initial data will evolve to form shocks. For the systems we 
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Figure 8.16: Snapshots of R and a against proper distance I from an evolution of an isometric 

slice as constructed in t he "wormhole initial data" subsection 8.4.4. T he throat of the slice 

(initially at R = 1.5M) is gradually stretched so that it becomes an infi ni tely long cylinder. 

The radius of the cylinder agrees with t hat computed in [48]. Note t ha t low numerical resolu tion 

effectively smears out a gauge shock travelling left , so that this is not a correct cont inuum solution. 

The evolution was made with t he spherical pure gauge system. 

are interested in such analysis is cumbersome. However under the assumption t hat 

the field is quiescent in all but a region of compact support t he problem may be 

tractable. One could consider as a toy problem the nonlinear wave equation that 

forms the principal part of the spherical collapse system discussed in the spherical 

collapse system evolved numerically in [2], 

K 

This calculation is left for future work. 

-2O'.K , 

" - a . 
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8.4 Bona-Masso lapse conditions in blackhole space-times 
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Figure 8.17: The K = 0 time symmetric slice through the bifurcation surface of Schwarzschild, 

evolved with BMn l+log slicing, with a = 1 initially. We show a snapshot of K and a against 

proper distance radius. The edge at r ~ 7 in this snapshot moves to the right, and leaves behind 

a cylinder of constant Rand K with a ~ O. The evolution was made with the full spherical NOR 

system. 
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Figure 8.18: As in Fig. (8.17), but with a not constant on the initial slice. The wave on the 

left travels left and is steepening, about to form a gauge shock, with large negative K. The wave 

on the right travels right and is also steepening: note a" > 0 there. 
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8.4 Bona-Masso lapse conditions in blackhole space-times 

8.4.6 Discussion 

Killing endstates We have explained why it is possible in evolutions of black 

holes that all metric coefficients become time-independent without either slice 

stretching or collapse of the lapse. We have reviewed the Bona-Masso slicing con

ditions, and have derived a mixed elliptic/hyperbolic PDE on the slice that char

acterises Killing endstates of the BMn family of slicing conditions. Numerically, 

we have shown that spherical BMn slicings of the Schwarzschild spacetime are 

attracted to the Killing endstate from nearby initial data. We do not fully under

stand the mechanism for this. Initial data further away also appear to be attracted 

to the Killing state, but on closer inspection this is true only at low numerical 

resolution. 

Gauge shocks Increasing the resolution reveals that in the continuum the 1 + log 

BMn slicing generically develops gauge shocks of the type described by Alcubierre 

[52], where the speed of gauge waves associated with the slicing increases with 

the lapse, so that gauge waves moving from large to small lapse steepen. The only 

initial data set we have examined that does not form a gauge shock with BMn 1 + log 

slicing is the time-symmetric wormhole slice through Schwarzschild spacetime with 

unit initial lapse, although we suspect that there is at least a neighbourhood of 

such data. More numerical work is required to explore this. 

It may be that gauge shocks would also occur in binary black hole simulations with 

1+10g BMn slicing in the continuum, but that they are suppressed by low resolution 

inside the black holes. By contrast, in collapse simulations the central region is 

typically adequately resolved, and in fact recent work where the collapsing region 

is never excised seems to require large dissipation for stability [55] (predominantly 

to control the matter part of the evolution). 
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8.4 Bona-Masso lapse conditions in blackhole space-times 

Excision We find that in both collapse and vacuum simulations the gauge shock 

can typically be avoided by excising just inside the apparent horizon. There seems 

to be no clear awareness in the literature that such a boundary still has an incoming 

gauge mode, and that the resulting continuum problem is ill-posed. 

Confirming this, our vacuum (both Einstein and pure gauge) evolutions in spherical 

symmetry do not converge and often blow up when an incoming mode at the 

excision boundary is neglected. By contrast, our collapse code, which uses different 

numerical methods, does not seem to mind. There is also an explicit claim that 

3D binary black hole evolutions converge equally well with and without excision 

[50,51]. 

We have also re-derived the previously known [17] fact that if gauge drivers are 

not of the form a + j3ia,i = ... and iJi + j3j j3:j = ... , full excision is not possible 

at any radius. 

Nature of the Killing endstate of BMn slicing If there is to be no incoming 

gauge mode at an excision boundary, the equation obeyed by the Killing slice has 

a transiti(;m from elliptic to hyperbolic. Requiring regularity there makes the slice 

more rigid, and in spherical symmetry makes it unique. The same is true if the 

slice has no excision boundary. 

We have clarified that this unique Killing BMn slicing of a Schwarzschild black 

connects spacelike infinity outside the black hole to future timelike infinity inside 

the black hole, where it becomes asymptotically cylindrical. As pointed out inde

pendently by Brown [54], initial data which connect two asymptotically flat regions 

through a wormhole cannot evolve to this endstate in the continuum, although nu

merical under-resolution gives the false impression that the topology jumps. In the 

continuum evolution, the wormhole stretches into a cylinder whose length grows 

without bound. 
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8.4 Bona-Masso lapse conditions in blackhole space-times 

Comments on 3D evolutions In our investigation, we have identified three 

problems with current gauge choices in 3D numerical evolutions of collapse and 

black holes with a currently favoured slicing condition, BMn 1 + log slicing: 1) 

wormhole data do not admit a BMn Killing endstate; 2) excision close inside 

the apparent horizon requires explicit boundary conditions for the gauge; and 

3) coordinate shocks form generically. None of these problems have been noted 

in the binary black hole literature, but we believe that this is only because of 

limited resolution, and that they will become apparent as a failure of convergence 

or instabilities at sufficiently high resolution. There are, however, simple ways 

around these problems: 

- Wormhole initial data for eternal black holes ending at i1 should be replaced 

by initial data that are asymptotically cylindrical and end at it. Although 

the data inside the event horizon ought not to affect the interior, there is 

nothing to stop superliminal gauge effects, or indeed numerical error from 

leaving the black hole. 

Continuum boundary conditions should be imposed explicitly at excision 

boundaries for any incoming gauge modes. 

- The initial lapse should be chosen such that gauge shocks do not form. This 

will require more empirical studies in 3D. In collapse without excision, chang

ing to a smoothly collapsed lapse profile once an apparent horizon has formed 

may be helpful. 
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8.5 Evolution of asymptotically null slices 

8.5 Evolution of asymptotically null slices 

As in Chap. 7 the focus is again on the case n = I, so that initially the asymptotic 

growth of the line-element is given by (8.9-8.11) and in particular, 

F(R) L (R2) (R2) .J L2 + R2 - L - "2 In 1 + £2 + 2l\lln 1 + L2 ' 
R(r) Lsinh ~, 

(8.102) 

(8.103) 

in the Schwarzschild spacetime with Kerr-Schild slices near the blackhole. The fiat 

space slices are a special case with AI = O. 

The approach will be to build up the complexity of the evolutions gradually. 

The runs are performed with a similar configuration to the pure gauge tests of 

Chap. 7; second or fourth order differences in space, a grid spacing of h = O.lM, 

constraint damping and constraint preserving boundary conditions (8.73), using 

principally the BMn l+log and fn-driver gauge conditions (7.21,7.22) 

-2a(K - Ko) + (3(a' - a~) 

{3 (J - fo) + (3({3' - (3b) -17({3 - (30). 

(8.104) 

(8.105) 

with an outer boundary imposed at a coordinate radius of r max = 70, which with 

L = 8 corresponds to an areal radius Rmax ~ 25000M. 

8.5.1 Spherical NOR 

Minkowski evolutions 

For the intial test runs presented in this section the asymptotic growth of the 

evolved variables (8.9-8.11) was factored out ofthe evolved variables analytically, so 

that the evolved quantity remains regular at large radius. Note that the continuum 

system remains unaltered with this change; it is a change of variables only. 

As in other fiat space evolutions the origin is dealt with by imposing regularity 

conditions. Tests with densitized lapse and fixed shift are a miserable failure. At 
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Figure 8. 19: The l2 norm of the time derivative of the numerical solution. All dynamics cease 

by t ~ 600. 

large radius the solution blows up. Constraint damping does not help , although 

this is to be expected given the behavior of the system with constraint damping 

on fiat slices. With the evolved gauge the story is much rosier. At both second and 

fourth order accuracy the evolutions appear to be able to run essentially forever, 

although with the outer bpundary at 25000M it is impractical to run the code for 

many light crossing times. The evolutions are stopped after one crossing time. All 

dynamics cease by t ~ 220M, after which the whole system is completely frozen 

(Fig. 8.19). Shorter self convergence tests are performed, and the results indicate 

perfect second and fourth order accuracy (Fig. 8.20). 

Damped and undamped evolutions are compared in Fig. 8.21. Constraint damping 

prevents undesirable growth at large radius. 

Simply being able to evolve fiat space in some non-standard coordinates is not 

terribly impressive. These tests can however be made more robust by pertubing 

the lapse or shift in the central, fiat-slice region and observing the behavior of the 
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Figure 8.20: Convergence factors for the second and fourth order accurate schemes. T he evo-

lut ions also display perfect pointwise convergence to the appropriate order. 
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Figure 8.21: This plot compares the growth of constraints on asymptotically null slices in 

the Minkowski spacetime with and without damping. Clearly damping is essentia l to keep the 

constraints under control on asymptotically null slices. 
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Figure 8.22: The plot shows the outgoing gauge perturbation at different t imes. T he lapse was 

perturbed by a gaussian of widt h one, amplitu,de l x lO-4 centered at t he origin. T he perturbat ion 

leaves the grid with no boundary reflection whatsoever. 

pertubation as it evolves. Altering the size of the pert urbation allows t he robustness 

of the system to be studied in a simple context. 

Small gaussian perturbations centered at t he origin are made to t he init ial lapse 

profile. The source t erms in the gauge condition are taken from the unperturbed 

system. Fig. 8.22 shows the outgoing pert urbation leaving t he numerical domain 

of evolution. Table 8. 1 summarizes the behavior of t he system under perturbations 

of varying amplitude. 

The next natural step is to evolve t he system with a small scalar field . For simplicity 

the scalar field is not centered at the origin. The constraints are solved in an ad-hoc 

method tailored to spherical symmetry. In spherical coordinates t he Hamiltonian 
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8.5 Evolution of asymptotically null slices 

and momentum constraints (with minimally coupled scalar field) (4.104,4.105), 

H = 
(8.106) 

(8.107) 

If the metric and extrinsic curvature components Irr and Krr are considered given 

alongside ¢ and II, and data is given to IT and KT at boundary points (4.104,4.105) 

can be solved for IT and KT by rewriting the system in first order form and using 

a standard shooting method. It is suffice however to give regularity conditions at 

the origin and integrate out to the outer boundary. This method has the addi

tional effect of altering the slicing outside the scalar-field pulse. The results of the 

evolutions are summarized in table 8.1. Small pertubations cause no significant 

problems. 

Gauge Pert. L2 distance, t = Scalar field L2 distance, t = 

magnitude 33.6 65.6 99.2 Pert. magnitude 33.6 65.6 99.2 

1 x 10-2 
1.67xlO-4 1.13xlO- 4 1.13xlO- 5 1 X 10-2 

9.98xlO- 3 6.57xlO- 3 7.08xlO- 3 

1 X 10-4 
1.22xlO-6 1.20xlO- 6 7.16xlO-G 1 X 10-4 

1.22xlO- G 7.41xlO- 7 9.70xlO- 7 

1 X 10-6 
5.23xlO-7 5.33xlO- 7 6.70xlO- 7 1 X 10-6 

3.63xlO- 7 4.20xlO- 7 5.63xlO- 7 

Table 8.1: L2 distances of the perturbed solution from the static solution. With a very small 

perturbation, numerical error dominates the distance. These tests were made with the fourth 

order accurate ~cheme. 

More robust tests could be made by making the scalar field sufficiently large that it 

will collapse to form a blackhole. To do this the scalar field perturbation could be 

centered further out. A coordinate width of one in the region where the slice raises 

corresponds to large width in areal radius and so the scalar field could contain 
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8.5 Evolution of asymptotically null slices 

sufficient energy, (assuming a mostly incoming field), perhaps without bending the 

coordinates too much. 

Instead of this approach, a gauge perturbation of varying magnitude is made until 

some pathological behavior is found. As seen in Sect. 8.4, a typical way for a 

blackhole to be dealt with on a numerical grid is by representing the hole as 

a puncture on the grid. The lapse then collapses at the hole. The effect of the 

collapsed lapse on an asymptotically null slice can be mimicked in fiat space by 

reducing the lapse significantly at the origin and evolving. Initially subtracting 

a gaussian (again of width one) with amplitude 0.95 causes no ill behavior. The 

evolution acts in much the same way as that with a smaller gauge perturbation. 

The perturbation travels outwards and diminishes in magnitude. Small numerical 

refiections appear at the boundary as the bulk of the perturbation leaves the 

numerical grid, but they decrease with resolution. The system does not completely 

escape from gauge shocks however; if a large gauge perturbation is placed away 

from the origin then the results of Fig. 8.18 are replicated (likewise on fiat slices). 

Schwarzschild evolutions 

Numerical evol"~ltions with densitized lapse and fixed shift are equally as unsuc

cessful as those in fiat space. 

With the evolved gauge it is possible to evolve successfully for coordinate times in 

excess of 10000M. The evolutions eventually (t c::: 10400M) blow up at the excision 

boundary (Fig. 8.24), but in view of the the behavior of the spherical NOR system 

on fiat slices (cf. Sect. 8.3) the blow-up is unsurprising. This observation, coupled 

with the successful evolutions of asymptotically null slices in the Minkowski space

time and the fact that the Schwarzschild evolutions remain essentially static away 

from the excision boundary forces the conclusion that the growth is not caused 

by the slice becoming null. For direct comparison, on fiat slices one sees a similar 

breakdown at the excision boundary at t rv 1l00M. Since increasing the resolu-
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8.5 Evolution of asymptotically null slices 

tion increases the time of the blowup (d. table 8.2), we expect that the problem 

could be mitigated by either mesh refinement, or a more robust way of treating 

the blackhole boundary, perhaps by representing the blackhole as a puncture [44]. 

The characteristic speeds of the system are monitored over the grid. At the ex

cision boundary, the ,6-speed can be tricky. Typically, although ,6 is negative, its 

magnitude is small, so even a small perturbation can stop the excision boundary 

from being a true outfiow boundary. If it were not for the numerical evolutions 

with the BSSN system (on fiat slices) one might conclude that poor behavior at 

an excision boundary is generic to all NOR-like systems. It would be interesting 

to compare the behavior of the BSSN system before and after the conformal de

composition. Is it the continuum system or the change of variables that gives rise 

to such favorable error properties at the excision boundary? 

In spherical symmetry it is straightforward to track the apparent horizon (outer

most trapped surface). The apparent horizon finder just solves the system given 

in [10] in different variables. 

Resolution Slice tblowup cause Slice tblowup cause 

0.1 MK.flat > 20000M N/A KS.flat llOOM Excision 

0.05 > 20000M N/A 1280M Excision 

0.1 MK. asy. null > 50000M N/A KS.asy.null 10400M Excision 

0.05 > 50000M N/A > 20000M Excision t 

Table 8.2: Comparing evolution of asymptotically null and flat slices. The evolutions of 

Minkowski on with flat slices were given an initial gaussian perturbation in the lapse to avoid 

trivial evolution. The amplitude of the pulse was lxlO-5 and it was centered initially at the 

origin. t: similar behavior can be seen as in the lower resolution case. 

To investigate less trivial evolutions in the Schwarzschild spacetime, we choose 

to perturb the spacetime with a small, mostly ingoing scalar field to see if the 

interaction with the blackhole has any detrimental effect on the slices away from 
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Figure 8.23: This plot shows initial data for asymptotically null evolutions in the 

Schwarchzschild spacetime. 

the strong-field region. To do this the ad-hoc constraint solver described in the 

previous section was again used. Again the results are promising. Small scalar field 

perturbations fall into the blackhole, pushing the apparent horizon further out. 

The far-field region (where the slices become raised) remains basically unaffected. 

8.5.2 Spherical ·BSSN 

The favourable behavior of the spherical BSSN compared to the spherical NOR sys

tem on flat slices, especially at the excision boundary when evolving the Schwarzschild 

spacetime motivate the use of the spherical BSSN system with asymptotically null 

slices. 

The numerical results in this section were performed without rescaling the evolved 

variables. However the system presented in Sect . 4.6 is not (unless otherwise stated) 
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time = 10005.8 
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Figure 8.24: This plot shows a snapshot of t he data from Fig. (8.23) during the evolution. T he 

slow growth of variables at the excision boundary can be seen. It is t his growth t hat eventually 

kills the run. The far region of the slice is effectively frozen after about t ~ 100M. 
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Variables 
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Figure 8.25: if;, "Irr, "IT and K with T(r) = r, on an n = 1 asymptotically null slice in Minkowski. 

Note that if; (blue) grows linearly, whilst "Irr diminishes ("IT grows) exponentially. 

evolved directly. The reason for this is simple; the BSSN D constraint , 

(8.108) 

allows pathological behavior in the conformal metric, and subsequently in the 

auxiliary r i variable. For example if the definitions given in Sect. 4.6 are used to 

define the conformal metric , on asymptotically null slices irT -t 0 and iT -t 00 at 

large radius (Fig. 8.25). If one redefines 

1 det , 
cp= 12 log( 4 . 2e) ' 

T sm 
(8.109) 

and chooses the function T (r) carefully then on n :s 1 slices all evolved variables 

except cp take finite values in the limit of large radius. In effect, all of the singular 

behavior of the system has been absorbed by one evolved variable, cp. Better still, 

this variable is defined with a logarithm; at worst (restricing to n :s 1) it grows 

linearly with coordinate radius. Fig. 8.26 plots typical initial data for the modifi'ed 

equations. 
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Figure 8.26: As in Fig. 8.25 with T(r) = R(r)(l + (2R(r)/ L)2)-1/4. ¢ still grows linearly, but 

ryrr and ryT remain regular at large radius. 

Minkowski evolutions 

The numerical tests performed with the spherical NOR system are not all repeated 

with the BSSN system. Only the most simple tests are repeated. 

Numerical evolutions with densitized lapse and fixed shift were not performed. 

Numerical t ests with evolved lapse and shift give similar results as the NOR evolu

tions, with one exception: the central region suffers from (relatively) large Hamil

tonian constraint violation. Tests on flat slices confirm that the behavior is not 

caused by the asymptotically null slice. Increasing the dissipation parameter at 

the origin helps , but does not cure the problem completely. Numerical tests with 

NOR and p = 2/3 present similar behavior. 

Problems with the constraint damping terms at the outer boundary can be antic

ipated after the flat slice evolutions in Sect. 8.2.4. In fact on asymptotically null 

slices there appears to be no problem. 
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Schwarzschild evolutions 

Numerical evolutions of Schwarzchild with the spherical BSSN system have essen

tially the same behavior as those with the NOR system. The key difference is that 

the BSSN system does not suffer from the slow growth of error at the excision 

boundary; the spacetime can be evolved indefinitely. 

8.5.3 Discussion 

The numerical evolutions presented in this section indicate that the asymptotically 

null slices constructed in Chap. 5 can be evolved with a standard formulation used 

in numerical relativity codes. 

There are still questions to be answered in a spherical context. It would be inter

esting to see whether the spherical puncture method (described in Sect. 8.4) can 

be adapted to work with asymptotically null slices. Another application for the 

slices could be collapse evolutions. The benefits of using asymtotically null slices 

are obvious, but of course there are complications involved in constructing initial 

data, even, for example with a large scalar field. It would also be interesting to 

have numerical evolutions of asymptotically null slices with other formulations. Of 

particular interest are Z4 (because of its relationship with the generalized har

monic formulation used by Pretorius), the generalized harmonic formulation and 

the NOR-8 and BSSN-8 formulations, which, like Z4 have a natural constraint 

damping scheme for the whole constraint subsystem. 

Constructing general initial data will be a challenging problem. Even in spherical 

symmetry it is unnatural to take the line element in a conform ally flat form when 

constructing asymptotically null slices, and conformal flatness is the key assump

tion in constructing much of the data numerical relativity codes. 

Moving away from spherical symmetry will not be straightforward. There is (of 

course) no natural radial coordinate. However a multi patch infrastructure such as 
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8.5 Evolution of asymptotically null slices 

that developed by [62, 58] could be naturally invoked. Although the coordinate 

systems used in these codes are often unintuitive,s uch an approach can be used 

to achieve a constant angular resolution. With a little work, the partial constraint 

damping scheme could be added to these standard multipatch codes. The numer

ical results of Chaps. 6, 7 and 8 indicate that given suitable asymptotically initial 

data there could be a significant computational advantage to using asymptoti

cally null slices in astrophysical simulations. The outer boundary could feasibly be 

pushed orders of magnitude larger than is currently possible, allowing more reliable 

compuation of gravitational wave forms, and of course reducing the chance that 

wave-forms will be swamped by imperfect data from the outer boundary. 
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Chapter 9 

Conclusions 

This work has been concerned with the construction of slices of spacetime suitable 

for the evolution of asymptotically fiat spacetimes in numerical relativity. 

Popular formulations of the Einstein equations were reviewed. These formulations 

were faithfully reduced to spherical symmetry for later applications. Partial and 

full constraint damping schemes for extensions of the NOR, Z4 and BSSN systems 

were discussed. 

Coordinates adapted to the resolution of outgoing gravitational radiation far from 

a source were constructed. These slicings are asymptotically null in the sense that 

the Lorentz factor between observers in these slicings and those in coordinates 

adapted to asymptotic flatness slices diverges in a neighborhood of infinity. 

Studying the wave equation in a fixed background in spherical symmetry revealed 

that the use of asymptotically null slices greatly reduces the computational cost 

required to evolve a large portion of the spacetime and that in many cases smaller 

numerical errors may be induced. One may be concerned that although outgoing 

radiation is well resolved on asymptotically null slices, incoming radiation may be 

lost. To address these concerns numerical evolutions of the wave equation were 

made in the Schwarzschild spacetime. Power law decay of the field was clearly 
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displayed. 

One can study the behavior of gauge conditions without studying the full Einstein. 

equations by evolving coordinates on a fixed spacetime. Such evolutions were made 

of asymptotically null initial data with popular evolved gauge conditions. Without 

the complication of the Hamiltonian and Momentum constraints it was found 

possible to evolve such data successfully. 

Here the work splits into two related streams. First the behavior live gauge condi

tions popular in the evolution of binary black holes was studied in the strong-field 

region. The 1+log Killing endstate reported recently [48] appears to have a sig

nificant basin of attraction. We also observed that sufficiently pathological initial 

data can cause coordinate shocks to form. 

The second stream is the evolution of asymptotically null initial data (in spher

ical symmetry) with the Einstein equations. To do so requires 3 key ingredients; 

constraint damping, constraint preserving boundary conditions and live gauge con

ditions. 

Constraint damping combined with live gauge conditions which freeze at the de

sired solution are absolutely essential for asymptotically null initial data. Without 

damping, the constraints quickly blow up away from the strong field region. To the 

best of our knowledge this is the first successful use of constraint damping with a 

BSSN-like formulation. 

Constraint preserving boundary conditions are not essential to evolve asymptoti

cally null initial data for long coordinate times, but reducing the constraints near 

the outer boundary by 5 orders of magnitude makes any physics deduced in that 

region far more trustworthy. 

To evaluate how robust evolutions of asymptotically null intial data are, two types 

of perturbation were made to the initial data. Firstly, the initial lapse was per

turbed in the central region. The aim was to mimic the outgoing behavior of a 
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large disturbance such as a binary merger. Even with a large perturbation, the 

slices do not kink, and the numerical solution converges. Secondly small scalar 

field perturbations were made in the central region. Again the slices do not kink, 

and the solution continues to converge. 

The outlook for asymptotically null slices in numerical relativity is bright. The 

tests performed in this thesis in spherical symmetry demonstrate that in principle 

it should be possible to use such initial data in a more realistic scenario . 

. (1 

./ 
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